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One Hundred Twentieth Commencement
May Twenty-Second, Nineteen Hundred Eighty-One
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
The National Anthem

O, say! Can you see, by the dawn's early light,
what so proudly we hail'd at the twilight's last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave,
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

JOSEPH D. MURPHY

This pencil drawing of Washington University's Brookings Hall, one of the Saint Louis community's most famous landmarks, is the work of Joseph D. Murphy. Mr. Murphy joined the faculty of Washington University's School of Architecture in 1935 and was a full-time member until 1952. During that period, he served from 1949 to 1952 as dean of the School of Architecture. He left academia to form the firm of Murphy and Mackey, Architects, with the late Eugene J. Mackey, a member of the University's School of Architecture faculty from 1941 to 1952. (Mr. Mackey subsequently served as a lecturer on hospital architecture for the graduate program in hospital administration, Washington University School of Medicine, from 1951 to 1968, when he died.) After losing his partner, Mr. Murphy, together with some of the younger members of the Murphy and Mackey organization, formed a new firm, Murphy, Downey, Wofford & Richman. Now retired as a practicing partner, Mr. Murphy resumed teaching part-time as an affiliate professor of architecture at the University in the spring of 1980. Earlier this year, he had a one-man exhibition of his watercolors, charcoal and pencil drawings at Saint Louis University's Cupples House Gallery.
THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World’s Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original “Academic Gothic’ architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern developed at the University of Paris, which is believed to have been founded about 1100.

In the early days of Paris University the discipline of the student, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop for conferrence of the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop, as the final voice in educational matters.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor’s with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master’s with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor’s with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet; the hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university:

- White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
- Orange—Engineering
- Lilac—Dentistry
- Silver Beige—Business
- Dark Blue—Philosophy
- Brown—Fine Arts, Architecture, Interior Design
- Golden Yellow—Science
- Purple—Law
- Green—Medicine
- Pink—Music
- Citron—Social Work
- Light Blue—Education

Gold tassels and black tassels, when worn, indicate degree rather than faculty or major department. Thus gold indicates the Ph.D. degree and black indicates the Master’s degree.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University’s Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. They were designed by Louis Miksicek, a graduate of Washington University’s Fine Arts School, in 1974, and custom-made by a St. Louis firm. You will note that the lower section of the banner is red and green, the University’s colors, and that the upper section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Procession and Presentation

Grand Marshal ........................................ Richard Warren Coles
Honorary Grand Marshal ......................... Albert William Levi

Faculty Divisions

I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speaker, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
Associate Grand Marshal ....................... Joe Freeman Evans

II Members of the Board of Trustees
Marshals ........................................... Merl Martin Huntsinger
Harriet K Switzer

III Deans and Members of the Faculty
Marshal ................................................ Merle Kling

Student Marshals

Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division who wear red and green tassels. Red and green denote the colors of Washington University. The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University and the color denotes the degree. (The academic color for each degree is identified below in italics.)

I Bachelor of Arts
White
Marshals . . . . Susan Miriam Beyda, Alix Litwack, Vicki Ellen Mendelson, Gregory Clayton Randle, Brian Edward Volck, Bryan Chien Yee

II Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Arts in Writing
Master of Music
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Advanced Graduate Certificate in Education
White
Marshals . . . . Ann Christine Edmonds, Robin Rebecca Mack

III Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Dark Blue
Marshals . . . . Eric I Madaras, Craig M Sorensen

IV Bachelor of Science (Engineering)
Orange
Marshals . . . . Robert Kellar Israel, Sidney H Mayer III
Master of Science
Orange
Marshal . . . . Kevin Zane Truman
Doctor of Science
Orange
Marshal . . . . Marija Illic-Spong
V Master of Architecture
   Master of Architecture and Urban Design
   Brown
   MARSHAL . . . . Ida C Siegfried
VI Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
   Silver-Beige
   MARSHAL . . . . Edward James Powers
   Master of Business Administration
   Master of Science in Business Administration
   Silver-Beige
   MARSHAL . . . . Linda Christine Rudoff
VII Certificates
   Red and Green
   Bachelor of Science
   Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
   Bachelor of Technology
   Golden Yellow
   MARSHALS . . . . John Michael Acton, James Newell McDerby, Jr.
   Master of Data Processing
   Golden Yellow
   MARSHAL . . . . Judith Ann Albers
VIII Bachelor of Fine Arts
   Brown
   MARSHAL . . . . Christine Mary Jaworski
   Master of Fine Arts
   Brown
   MARSHAL . . . . Mark William Miller
IX Master of Social Work
   Citron
   MARSHALS . . . . Pauline Edwards, Deborah L Norman Lefebvre
X Master of Juridical Studies
   Doctor of Law
   Master of Laws
   Purple
   MARSHALS . . . . Larry Alan Levin, R Mark McCareins,
                   Lacey Ann Wilson
XI Doctor of Dental Medicine
   Lilac
   MARSHAL . . . . John Anthony Salazar
   Master of Science in Oral Pathology
   Master of Science in Orthodontics
   Master of Science in Pathology Education
   Lilac
   MARSHAL . . . . Alice Elizabeth Curran
XII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
   Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy
   Green
   MARSHALS . . . . Debra Ann Beaulieu, Cynthia Louise Glaenzer
   Master of Health Administration
   Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
   Green
   MARSHAL . . . . Harry Wolin
   Doctor of Medicine
   Green
   MARSHALS . . . . Michele Rhonda Berman, Robert Paine III
The asterisk beside a student's name indicates combined degree recipient.
The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

The National Anthem

Robert Carter Barefield
College of Arts and Sciences, Class of 1982

Remarks

George H. Capps
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

Edward Thaddeus Foote II
President-Elect
University of Miami

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

William Henry Danforth
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Musical Interlude

Conferral of Academic Degrees

Chancellor Danforth

The Chancellor’s Message to the 1981 Graduates

Alma Mater

Robert Carter Barefield

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the audience will remain seated until the procession has left the Quadrangle.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1980-81.

Edward Frank Allen
Professor of Oral Diagnosis and Radiology in the School of Dental Medicine
At Washington University since 1946

Harold Joseph Barnett
Professor of Economics
At Washington University since 1963

Estelle Brodman
Professor of Medical History in Anatomy and Librarian of the School of Medicine
At Washington University since 1961

William Frederick Fett
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1946

John Campbell Georgian
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
At Washington University since 1949

Lynn Frederick Hovland
Associate Professor in the Physical Education Program Committee
At Washington University since 1949

Bernetta Maria Jackson
Professor of English and Professor of Education
At Washington University since 1955

David Lipkin
Eliot professor of Chemistry
At Washington University since 1946

Arthur Osver
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1960

Pauline Dorriece Pirtle
Assistant Professor of Social Work
At Washington University since 1955

Edward Humphrey Reinhard
Professor of Medicine
At Washington University since 1940

Harriett Lee Steuernagel
Associate Professor of Library Science in Dentistry and Librarian in the School of Dental Medicine
At Washington University since 1946
DOCTOR OF ARTS

KATHERINE DUNHAM, dancer, choreographer, actress, writer, producer, composer, educator, civil rights activist and anthropologist, divides her time between Port-au-Prince, Haiti, and southern Illinois. Founding director of the Katherine Dunham Museum in East Saint Louis, she is director, also, of the Performing Arts Training Center of Southern Illinois University in that city. In addition, she is University Professor at Southern Illinois University’s Edwardsville campus. Miss Dunham was the first artist to explore and use for dance the anthropological and ethnological origins of her race. Paying tribute to her seminal contributions when she received the Albert Schweitzer Music Award in 1979, Walter Terry of Dance Magazine wrote that “the course of dance in America has been plotted by three ‘mighty matriarchs’: Duncan, St. Denis and Dunham.” Last year, her life and work were profiled in an hour-long telecast, “Divine Drumbeats: Katherine Dunham and Her People.” In Hollywood and the theatre, on the concert stage in this country and later abroad from 1947 to 1967, she has preferred to work with her own company, “I believe that one doesn’t do things alone,” she stressed. The author of six books, she published her most recent work, Kasamance, in 1974. Miss Dunham earned the Bachelor of Philosophy degree from the University of Chicago in 1937 and continues to pursue a life of research in social anthropology. She has received five honorary degrees.

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

SIMON WIESENTHAL, writer and indefatigable hunter of war criminals responsible for the Holocaust during World War II, is head of the Jewish Documentation Center in Vienna, Austria. He is also vice president of the U.I.R.D. (Union Internationale des Resistants et Deportes). Born in Buczacz, now part of the Ukraine, he earned a degree in architectural engineering at the Technical University of Prague in 1932. His architectural career was cut short by Soviet and German invaders. Survivor of five Nazi concentration camps, Mr. Wiesenthal has dedicated his life to documenting the genocide that occurred in Europe under the German dictator, Adolf Hitler, and to tracking down its perpetrators. During the last thirty-six years, he has helped bring to justice over 1100 Nazi war criminals including Adolf Eichmann. He gathered and prepared evidence of Nazi atrocities for the War Crimes Section of the United States Army and for the Army’s Office of Strategic Services and Counter-Intelligence Corps. He also headed the Jewish Central Committee of the United States Zone of Austria, a relief and welfare organization. He has described his pursuit of war criminals in some of the eight books which he has published. The Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies at Yeshiva University, Los Angeles, California, is named in his honor. He has received many awards including a special Congressional Gold Medal presented to him by former President Jimmy Carter. Mr. Wiesenthal holds two honorary degrees.
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Edward Thaddeus Foote II, lawyer, educator, administrator and civic leader, will become the fourth president of the University of Miami on July 1. Acting dean and then dean of the Washington University School of Law from 1973 to 1980, he is presently advisor to Chancellor William H. Danforth and the Board of Trustees of this University. He is or has been on the board of more than a dozen legal, educational and governmental groups in Saint Louis and the state of Missouri during the past fifteen years. His activities as a volunteer include appointment to the Governor’s Conference on Education in 1978 and service from 1967 to 1973 as the founding president of the board of directors of the New City School of Saint Louis. In 1980, he was appointed by the Federal District Court the chairman of two committees concerned with local school desegregation. An advocate of cooperation as an alternative to mandatory desegregation, he prepared recommendations for a plan which would enable Saint Louis and its suburbs to become the first major American community to complete this process by voluntary methods. An officer in the United States Marine Corps Reserve, he served on active duty from 1959 to 1962. Mr. Foote was a newspaper reporter in Washington, D.C. before earning the Bachelor of Laws degree from Georgetown University Law Center in 1966. He received the Bachelor of Arts degree from Yale University in 1959. Mr. Foote became a member of the Saint Louis law firm of Bryan, Cave, McPheeters and McRoberts in 1966 and joined Washington University as vice chancellor, general counsel and secretary of the Board of Trustees in 1970.

DOCTOR OF LAWS

Donald Franchot McHenry, statesman and educator, is University Research Professor of Diplomacy and International Affairs at Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. He served from September 1979 until January 1981 as United States permanent representative to the United Nations and as a member of former President Jimmy Carter’s Cabinet. At the time of his appointment as ambassador, he was the United States deputy representative to the United Nations Security Council. Ambassador McHenry joined the United States Department of State in 1963 and received its Superior Honor Award three years later. On leave from the State Department in 1971, he was a visiting scholar at the Brookings Institution and an international affairs fellow of the Council on Foreign Relations. Ambassador McHenry was director of humanitarian policy studies at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace from 1973 to 1976, when he became a member of President Carter’s transition staff at the State Department. Subsequently, he joined the United States Mission to the United Nations. Ambassador McHenry is the author of Micronesia: Trust Betrayed, published by the Carnegie Endowment in 1975. Born in Saint Louis, Missouri, he grew up in East Saint Louis, Illinois. Ambassador McHenry earned the Bachelor of Science degree from Illinois State University in 1957 and the Master of Science degree from Southern Illinois University in 1959. He has done additional postgraduate work at Georgetown University.
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Harold Eugene Thayer, executive and industrialist, joined Mallinckrodt, Incorporated, Saint Louis, Missouri over forty years ago and has been chairman of its board of directors since 1965. A prominent business and civic leader, he has been active in industry-wide groups and in organizations working to improve local government. One of the chemical industry’s most experienced entrepreneurs, he has served as a key official of the Chemical Manufacturers Association and was the 1976 recipient of the Chemical Industry Medal of the Society of Chemical Industry. As an ardent supporter of civic causes, he is chairman of the board of directors of Barnes Hospital; vice president of Junior Achievement of Mississippi Valley, Incorporated; director and past president of the Saint Louis Council, Boy Scouts of America; president of Lacledes Avenue Real Estate (Washington University Medical Center Redevelopment Corporation); director of the Washington University Medical Center board; past president and campaign chairman of the United Way of Greater Saint Louis; and past president and director of the Saint Louis Regional Commerce and Growth Association. Concurrently, he is a director or trustee of three other community groups and two educational institutions. This concerned involvement has brought him many awards. Mr. Thayer earned the Bachelor of Science degree in chemical engineering administration from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1934. He received an honorary degree from the Saint Louis College of Pharmacy in 1963.

DOCTOR OF MUSIC

Leonard Slatkin, composer and musician, is music director and conductor of the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra. He is not only the first American to be named to these positions in the one hundred-year history of the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, but he is also one of the very few Americans to lead a major symphony orchestra in this country. He is a scion of a musical family. His mother, Eleanor Aller Slatkin, is a gifted cellist; his father, the late Felix Slatkin, was a celebrated Hollywood conductor and violinist. Maestro Slatkin is sought after for guest appearances with nearly every major orchestra and summer festival in North America and abroad. Commencing his career as assistant conductor of the Aspen Musical Festival in 1964, he was named assistant conductor of the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra in 1968 and associate conductor in 1971. Maestro Slatkin left this city in 1977 to become music director and conductor of the New Orleans Philharmonic, but returned two years later to accept his present position. The recipient of numerous honors, he has been nominated for three Grammy Awards for recordings which he made with the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra during 1978 and 1979. Mr. Slatkin was one of only four conductors whom Isaac Stern invited to Paris to help him celebrate his fiftieth anniversary as a concert violinist. He earned the Bachelor of Music degree at the Juilliard School in 1968 and received an honorary Doctor of Music degree from the Saint Louis Conservatory of Music last year.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Mildred Cohn, scientist and educator, is professor of biochemistry and biophysics and Benjamin Rush Professor of Physiological Chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia. She is internationally recognized for her work with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and was one of the first to apply this technique to biological problems. Dr. Cohn began her work with NMR spectroscopy, a technique for obtaining important information about the structure, dynamics and interactions of atoms and molecules, at the Washington University School of Medicine in 1958. Earlier, after joining its faculty in 1946, she had pioneered the use of the stable isotope of oxygen in studying the mechanism of enzymatic reactions. Previously, she had been associated with the George Washington University School of Medicine and Cornell University’s Medical College. Dr. Cohn joined the university with which she is now affiliated in 1960. A symposium on “NMR and Biochemistry” was organized in her honor in 1978, and its proceedings, which reflect the breadth of her scientific interests, were published a year later. Dr. Cohn is a member of numerous prestigious groups including the National Academy of Sciences and the American Philosophical Society. She earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from Hunter College in 1931 and the Doctor of Philosophy degree from Columbia University in 1938. Dr. Cohn holds two honorary degrees.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

OLIVER HOWE LOWRY, scientist, educator and administrator, is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology at the Washington University School of Medicine. He began teaching at the Harvard Medical School in 1937 and joined the division of physiology and nutrition of the Public Health Research Institute in New York City in 1942. Dr. Lowry became professor of pharmacology and head of the department at the Washington University School of Medicine in 1947. He headed the pharmacology department until 1976 and was professor of pharmacology until 1979 when he assumed his present title. His basic research in biochemistry has made him one of the most cited authors in scientific literature. Dr. Lowry serves on the basic research advisory committee, March of Dimes, and is a member of many boards, panels and learned organizations. He was honored with the establishment of the annual Oliver H. Lowry Lectureship in 1978 and last year with the creation of the Oliver H. Lowry Prize for Excellence in Pharmacology by a Washington University medical student. Dr. Lowry earned the Bachelor of Science degree at Northwestern University in 1932 and was awarded the Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Medicine degrees from the University of Chicago in 1937. He pursued post-doctoral studies at the Carlsberg Laboratories, Copenhagen, Denmark, on a Commonwealth Fund Fellowship from 1939 to 1940.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

GUSTAV KURT MESMER, engineer, aeronautical designer and educator, is Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of Applied Mechanics, Department of Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering and Applied Science, Washington University. In 1960-1961, Professor Mesmer organized at Washington University one of the first comprehensive courses on astronautics at an American university. He and Ernst Stuhlinger, a former National Aeronautics and Space Administration official, published its proceedings in a book, *Space Science and Engineering*, in 1965. Born in Bromberg, Germany, Professor Mesmer studied at Tübingen and Munich universities and earned the Doctor of Philosophy degree in applied mechanics at the University of Goettingen in 1930. He taught at various German universities, including Darmstadt which he headed briefly, before joining the Washington University School of Engineering as a Visiting Professor in 1950. Subsequently, he became professor and chairman of the Applied Mechanics Department, 1952 to 1964; director of the Sever Institute, Graduate School of Engineering, 1957 to 1964; and Distinguished Service Professor of Applied Mechanics, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 1964 to 1974, when he assumed his present title. Professor Mesmer was a Visiting Professor at the University of Darmstadt, 1957 to 1958, and at the University of Kabul, Afghanistan, 1966 to 1968. He has published three other books in his areas of specialization, two of them with collaborators.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 22, 1981

summa cum laude

David Alan Butz
Matthew C Costello
Raymond Timothy Dibble
Doris Bogan Epstein
Shawn Cleon Etzkorn
Lawrence Nolan Feingold
Janet L Finley
Darren Ross Gitelman
*Mercedes Gomez
Douglas Mark Greenwald
Carl Byron Hillemann III
Kyron James Huigens

Mark Alan Johnson
William Andrew Kennon
David Alan Niemoeller
Anthony Craig Pearlstone
Matthew James Raw
Kathy Yooyoung Rhee
Leslie Jean Sonder
*Gerry J Wedig
*David Allen Williams
Megan Elizabeth Wren
Richard Matthew Wyatt

magna cum laude

Marc Jay Belgrad
*Henry Everette Carroll
Jeffrey Alan Dinkin
David John Dymekci
Andrew Eugene Floren
Eric Steven Furfine
John Alan Goldstein
Steven Michael Griswold
Gail Robin Klearman
Peter A Klevorn
Linda Rose Lerner
Peter Alexander Lichtenberg
James Edgar Lowndesdale
Ruth Suseela Meinzen

Susan Laura Mizruchi
Mark Douglas Ovington
Peter Jude Quandt
David Allen Raithel
Thomas Reifsnyder
Deborah Susan Schlack
Scott Lee Schubel
Theodore J Schwab
Erik John Sirevaag
Lora Stevenson
Frederick Ross Tilghman
Sherri Jo Udell
Brian Edward Volck

cum laude

Andrew Joseph Atkin
Celia Margaret Baldwin
Gary L Berkowitz
Mary Christine Berry
Kenneth Michael Boucher
Michael David Bronska
Cheryl Ann Chiecsek

Julie Ruth Epstein
Michael Howard Evelyn
Daniel Jonathan Gainsboro
Thomas Arthur Grieder
*Mark Victor Griesebraber
Evangelos Nicholas Habib
Evan Ronald Hack
Deidre Rae Hallman
Edward James Hiller
Steven Carl Hofmann
Christopher Osmond Jackson
Marcia Gale Jurgens
George Michael Kichura
Mark Henry Koopman
Ioannis L Kythereotis
Michael Arthur Landau
Diane Lilly
Ellen Anne Liston
Alice Bunn Matteson
Beverly Gaye Miller

Michael Moedritzer
Steven Gerard Moeller
Junko Ohmori
Brad L Pohlman
Stephen Fredric Roth
Abbe Gail Salk
Leslie Marie Sanders
Chad Schexnayder
Jeffrey Stuart Siegel
Lawrence Allan Stalzer
Douglas Don Streich
Julieta Torres
Jarvis Niem Chung Wong

May 22, 1981

Julie Ann Adler
†Roy Koichi Akagawa
Phillip Douglas Ashe
†Elise R Axelbaum
Leatha Barber
Christopher Richard Barnard
Frederick Conger Barnes
David John Barrett
Robert Burke Barrett
Amy Fran Becker
Leslie Ann Beechler
†Steven Craig Beer
Laura Lee Belala
Teresa Ann Benjamins
†Steven Nathan Berk
Linda Gail Berkowitz
†Sharon Denise Berliant
Elizabeth Bettelheim
Susan Miriam Beyda
Flint Arthur Boettcher
Thomas E Boothby
Allen Stuart Bornstein
Miriam S Braverman
Robert Stuart Brennen
Wanda Marie Briscoe
Steven Arthur Brisman
Beth Ellen Brown
Bonnie Sue Bruck
†Samuel Frederick Brunk II
Susan Rachel Buchsbaum
Carrie Louise Bumgarner
Karen Denise Burrough

Anne Marie Buthod
†David L Campbell
Kathy Lynn Carroll
†Vikram K D Chandhok
†Judith Ann Chernoff
Lillie Kam Chin
William Kam Chin
Kevin Michael Clancy
Alan Boyd Clark
Jody Lynn Clark
†Rebecca Sue Clasen
Marjorie Ann Cohen
Navah Cohen
Sharon Claire Cohen
Nina H Cohn
Dennis Wayne Collins
Susan Lynne Conn
Patricia Ann Cooper
†Jennifer Lynn Craig
George Martin Crothers
Paul Collins Cullen
†Thomas David Cumpston
Elizabeth Claire Currier
†Owen Arthur Curtis
David Michael Dare
Andrew Watson Davis
Debra Lynn Dawkins
†David R Dietz
Teresa Ann DiGiovanna
Carol Marjorie Dorros
Dwain Thomas Doty
†Neal A Draznin
Henry Lewis Lefkowitz
Laurie Lennox
Steven B. Leon
Andrea Ellen Leonard
Edward Alan Levinson
Susan H. Liebeskind
David Webster Liggett
†Robert Michael Limyansky
Michael Craig Lipscomb
Frank William Lipsman
Alix Litwack
Steven Mark LoBue
Susan Marie Locke
Barbara Lisa Loewenthal
Patricia Anne Logsdon
Alvin Newman London, Jr.
Alejandro Jesus López
†Nancy A. Lutzky
†Steven Robert Machlin
Deborah Sue Mackler
Lawrence Michael Macks
Mary Helen Majercik
Robin E. Males
Grace Poblacion Malilay
†Carol Joy Malina
Thomas Jeffrey Maples
Aaron Gold March
Michael Victor Marchlik
Janet Mark
Lee Philip Francis Marks
Maria Ann Martin
†Helene Harris Mathis
Michael Jay McCleod
Charles Michael McConnell
Lyn Stuart McDivitt
Patricia Maureen McDonald
Kathryn Jean McEwing
Joseph Francis McGauley
Sharon K. McMillen
†Stephen Lewis McRae
Leslie Alice Mead
Wanda Paulette Medlin
Nina Melechen
†Vicki Ellen Mendelson
Valerie Lynn Mermall
Mark David Mertens
Anna Katherine Merwin
Cynthia Ruth Meyers
†Barbara Erin Miller
†Julie Elizabeth Miller
Lori Jo Miller
†Wendy Ellen Mills
Cándida Miranda
Michael Mitas
*†Lori Ann Mohr
†Christopher Francis Mojcik
Susan Morrow
Paul Wayne Morse
Elizabeth Ann Mountsier
Jacqueline Marie Murphy
†April Diana Nauman
David Newman
Linda Jean Newman
Diane Fumiko Nishi
†Mary Therese Norek
Bruce Douglas Norelius
Gary Alan Noskin
Joseph Luis Nunez
Karl Erich Nussbaum
Leroy Arnold Pacheco
†Mary Pamela Pegues
Patricia Lynn Ferdue
†Gloria Perel
John Andrew Petrovich, Jr.
Jeffrey Howard Pfeffer
*Jeffrey Herbert Pfuhl
William David Phipps
Kenneth F. Popper
Robert Porter
Elizabeth K. Quigley
†Sharon Rainey
Gregory Clayton Randle
†Dean Scott Rauchwerger
Claude Alix Remy
Regina M. Resta
Rebecca Ann Restemeyer
Laura Ann Reynolds
Rosie Inez Richmond
Karen Joy Ring
†Donna Gail Robinson
Joshua Alan Rokaw
Peter John Rollins
Steven Joseph Romano
†Tracy Ronvik
Jeffrey Joseph Rosanswank
Amy Ellen Rosenstein
†Michael Stuart Rosner  
Eric Charles Roth  
David C Rubenstein  
†Rebecca Brown Rush  
Deborah L Ruzensky  
Roberta Teresa Rybak  
Susan Lavin Schepker  
Gloria Susan Schild  
Lucy Marie Schlachter  
Lawrence Allen Schriefer  
†Marlys Loretta Schulz  
David Wesley Schutt  
Wendy Susan Schwartz  
Jonathan David Seeley  
†Alice Elizabeth Seifert  
Shannan D Sharp  
Marjorie Lynn Shaw  
Anne Tibbrook Shelton  
Wende Carol Shoer  
Michael Charles Shriber  
Joyce Anne Shufran  
†Debra Lynn Siegel  
Vicki Ann Siegel  
Linmarie Sikich  
Peter Thompson Sinnott  
*Elizabeth Ann Staley Smith  
Matthew Taylor Smith  
†Caroline Allison Smitter  
Sherard Dwain Snider  
Pamela Hybok Son  
Eva Marie Sorenson  
Alan Richard Soskin  
David Allen Spitzer  
Laura Elizabeth Sprieho  
†Dean Wesley Steele  
Valerie Genelee Stein  
†Peter Douglas Steinberg  
William Dale Stephenson  
*Cary Blaine Stevens  
Waite Phillips Stuhl  
Sally Ann Nassau Sullivan  
Richard Szeto  
Roger Michael Tangney  
†Grace Michele Tannin  
Edward Mark Tepper  
Debra Ann Thomas  

†Indicates College Honors  

Muchafa Austin Tirivavi  
Dan E Topp  
Gregg Russell Turkin  
†Nancy Baldwin Utiger  
Lori Ann Vaczek  
Jeffrey Joseph Viscardi  
Thomas Joseph Vivian  
†Thomas John Vranesich  
†Matthew Wachman  
†Dorothy Anne Waite  
Elizabeth L Waldman  
Mark Wayne Walker  
Wanda Denise Walker  
Sherri L Morrison Wallace  
Sharon Lois McClendon Ware  
Terry Maurice Warford  
†Stephen Paul Warman  
Lewis Mark Wasserman  
Laura Leslie Way  
Daniel John Weidman  
Michael Robert Weinstein  
†Ellen Kate Weisberg  
†Claire Lori Weiss  
†Peter John Weiss  
†Rosalyn May Welsh  
Cynthia Elaine Weltge  
Jayne Elizabeth Whitehead  
Joseph Paul Wier  
†Marilyn Daisy Williams  
Neithy Muzella Williams  
Sandra Lee Williams  
Carol Elaine Wilson  
Elizabeth Ann Wilson  
Mary Melissa Wilson  
Edward John Winter  
William Michael Winter  
†Dean Clifford Witte  
Lawrence F Wittels  
Robert Michael Wolitzer  
Teikhoe Wong  
†Bryan Chien Yee  
*Charmaine Yurkoski  
Karen Ann Zahumsky  
Deborah Eve Zelcer  
*Noemi Zerbi-Urdaz  
Judith Ann Zucker  
†Jordan Spence Zuckerman
December 19, 1980

summa cum laude

Jeffrey M Cohen

magna cum laude

Kenneth David Goldblum

Alice M Lipowicz

cum laude

Rebecca Sue Procter
Lisa Beth Satanovsky

Jeffrey David Robinson

December 19, 1980

Suzanne E Abbott
Diane Abner
Gretchen Weber Arnold
Stuart Roy Atkin
Rex Gene-Garfield Batson
George Bebensee
Maria A Benavides
Deborah Ann Billings
David Ian Blumenfeld
James Edward Bolin
Karen Kay Brown
Richard Lee Brown
Saralynn Busch
Anita Margaret Cave
James Arthur Chase
Catherine Chin
Lisa Joy Cohen
Frank R Cuffman
Ann Theresa Eakes
Carol Lynn Eckstein
Nancy Faith Egel
Barbara Diane Enoch
Kimberly Fuka
Randi Tara Gerson
Susan Kay Gessert
Anjeanne Gross
Mehrdad Haji-Sharifi
Jeffrey Lee Hauser
Richard Bruce Hochman
Richard B Hoey
Lisa Esther Hollander

Mary T Holmes
John Daniel Jackman, Jr.
Judith Rush James
Arthur Winchester Jurema
Rosa Min Hee Kang
Donald Myron Kaskowitz
DeWitt Douglas Kilgore
Virginia Wrenne Kingsbury
Barbara Sue Kingston
Joseph G Kobylas
Harley Ian Kornblum
Cynthia Anne Larson
Joan Catherine Luebering
Korenori Nagaoka
Casey Jay Page
Mark Alan Platt
Gary C Rolband
Betsy Ann Ross
Susan Amy Roth
Anne Elizabeth Schaefer
Peter Frank Schmoeker
Thomas Lyle Shafer
Gary Alan Sultz
Douglas Raines Tasker
Robin Lynn Tobias
Laura Ann Tobin
Vicky Totah
Cynthia Kaye Walker
Timothy O’Connel Woods
Russell Lee Zeidner
August 15, 1980

cum laude

Cindy Lee Kalman

Hansraj Kundanmal Mahtani

August 15, 1980

Martin Bernard Adams
Raquel Maria Alvarez
Ariel Amir
Jonathan Hugo Beck
Marc David Berlin
Gary Nelson Braun
Keith David Brown
James Earl Bryan
Beverly Joann Cope
Bruce Carlton Dunbauld
Linda Marie Dunajcik
William Linton Farrelly
Christine Annette Ford
(Nkenge Mganga Mawusi)
David Harrison Freeman
C Kevin Gallagher
Arnold Eli Grant
Betty Lynn Green
Sung-Jae Hong
Timothy Ryder Jenkins
Kevin Elston Jones
Sara L Kern
Timothy Patrick Kerwin
Bonnie Jill Kopolow
Karen M Kraner
Susan Marian Luborsky
Kathy L Maguire
Robert Paul Martin
David Ira Matlick

Nancy Jo McCabe
Blair Franklin McGirk
Paul Gregory McIntosh
Mark J Miller
Tammi Anne Milligan
David Todd Morefield
Katherina Boly Nylander
Elizabeth Palazzolo
Cynthia Theresa Pearson
James Francis Quigley
Martha Anne Rohrbaugh
Clay Andrew Rosenberg
Harold Roth
Tina Ethel Rottersman
Michael Howard Ruffin
Andrew Kenneth Saltzman
Martha Ellen Serven
Peter Torgerson Sherman
Michele Elise Sherry
Glenn Neil Sink, Jr.
David Andrew Stein
Abbe L Sudvarg
Paul Brenden Tartell
Jerry Alan Tessendorf
Britt Nolon Thomas
Rita Cecelia Wheeler
Jennifer Ann Wray
Evan J Wykes
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LUTHER STEWARD WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARTS

May 22, 1981

In Biological Sciences
Stewart Allen Frankel

In Chemistry
Lorenz John Bauer
Shou-I Chen
Joseph Thomas Furia
Lee-Gin Lin
Michael Wayne McElfresh
Leonard Owen Rosik

In Comparative Literature
Marguerite Elliott

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Mark Arleigh Rogers

In Economics
Stephen Mark Brown
Larry Joseph DiMariano
Kevin John Maloney
Howard Elwood Neiman
Huey-Chu Wang

In Education
Stephanie Gratz Schlamb
Sara Kathryn White

In English and American Literature
Rebecca Lynn Barnard
George Bennett Bilgere
Jane Ellen Bryant
Stephen Anderson Carey

In French
Gloria Ann Torrini-Roblin

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Sigrid Anita Burns
Eleonore Heene
Marc A Iwand
Karen Hermine Jankowsky
Deborah Sue Lund
Karen Louise Remmler
Bernhard Rieger

In History
Rocco Lawrence Capraro
William George Priest
Deborah Rolnik Raichman
Lisa G Weiss

In Linguistics
Victor Francisco Gonzalez

In Literature and History
Christopher James Looby

In Mathematics
Dale Wayne Hughes
Maria A Ozcariz
Ann Baker Podleski
In Music
Kim Myron Portnoy

In Organizational Behavior
Mark Paul Terk

In Philosophy
Joe Lynn Katrosh
Jill Petzall

In Physics
Marc William Caffee
Alan Kent Dozier
Mark Francis Flynn
Yong Wah Kim
Benjamin Horacio Levy
Scott Alan Sandford
Timothy Dale Swindle

In Political Science
Vicki Lynn Cohen

In Psychology
Henri-Etta Gladys Crump
Olive Noxolo Dlepu
Leslie B Johnson
N Rand Keller
Cathy J Lerner
Jeffrey L Levine

In Technology and Human Affairs
David Reese Friedman
Joel R Greenberg
Lauryl René LaValle-Mayhorn

In Urban Affairs
Karen McCoskey-Goering

December 19, 1980

In Art and Archaeology
Randa Fouad Kakish

In Asian Studies
Kevin Michael Hicks
Gregory Joseph Millman

In Biological Sciences
John Michael Brooks
David Solomon Copio

In Chinese
L Woo-Yuen Kiang

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Ahmad Ali Fetyani

In Economics
David Joseph Schap

In English and American Literature
Paul St. John Barry Duguid
Douglas Andrew Goldstein
Sean Michael McCormack

In French
Clyde Eric Clark
Pamela Diane Gilbert

In German-Scandinavian Studies Area
Gerd Brahmaier

In Linguistics
David Thomas Adams

In Mathematics
Roseann Dummitt

In Music
Leona Garfrerick-Ernst

In Political Science
David D Jaffee

In Psychology
Donald Francis Allen
Zev Stewart Ashenberg
Barbara O Barnes
Patricia C R Bruce
Margaret Charlton
Carole Bernadette Collesano
Irwin Bruce Frumkin
Leslie Luchene Gans
Mark Trevelyan Grey
Randi Sue Joffe
Betty George Kirkley
Richard Francis Mangold
Michael McMillan
Clen Douglas Morgan
Amy Suzanne Newman
Deborah S Sanders
Forrest Ray Scogin, Jr.
Brett Evan Skolnick
Christine Marie Steerman
Cynthia Forbes Webster
Verneeda P White

In Technology and Human Affairs
Vanessa Chambers
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In Anthropology
Pamela Cathy Ashmore
Linda Lee Taylor

In Biological Sciences
Rogers Clarke Griffith
Christine Helene Fado

In Comparative Literature
Leroy Thomas Day

In Economics
Yaw Agyei-Asamoah
Andrew John Chalk

In English and American Literature
John Joseph Dwyer
Martin Wagner

In French
Cecilia Marie Schreiber

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Andreas Fürst
Marilynn Ursula Helt
Lynne Layton

In History
Catherine Caroline Arndt

In Music
William Hugh Patterson

In Pathology
Michael J Daley

In Philosophy
Ana P Coelho
Richard Douglas Goodkind

In Political Science
John Edward Luehrs
Richard Owen Scott, Jr.

In Psychology
Shirley Reynolds Baron
Rhonda Ann Benjamin
Linda Jeannine Burdette
David Samuel Bush
Patricia M Chambers
Andrew Charles Coyne
Daniel Joseph Darnell
Henrietta E. Davis
Monica Dominik
Renay Saddie Durley
Denise Podeschi Fondren
Marlene Joan Frankel
Rosemary Glück
Benita Goldstein
L Eric Hallman
Andrew Branche Jones, Jr.
Shelley Anne Kick
Ciby Herzfeld Kimbrough
Paula M Konen
Candace Rae Miller
Douglass Petty
Susan Rand Randich
Cheryl Ann Richmond
William Nathaniel Robiner
Tammera Yvette Rosboro
Anne Dickson Simons
Alan Jeffrey Tomkins
P Victoria Weisz

In Sociology
Mary Ann Campbell
Jan Elizabeth Whitaker

In Spanish
Ledda Nora Carrazola-Orizola
Samuel Leo Powell

In Technology and Human Affairs
Martha Ann Fetner

In Urban Affairs
William Wadsworth Wilkins
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 22, 1981

Ruth Marie Banks
Patricia Ann Crymes Bell
Shirley Jean Brown
Barbara Lou Burkhalter
Patricia Maureen Caragher
Anne Elizabeth Chao
*Cynthia Jane Curell
Ann Christine Edmonds
Elizabeth Helen Fell
*Ann Frances Flodorf
Betty L Hall
Carolyn S Henry
Carlotta Stafford Husser
Janice Louise Kahler
Kay Heikes Krampfert
Aurelia Kubayanda
*Debra Ann Kuhn

Bonnie Melissa Schwarz Kurtz
Margaret L Leon
Karen Beth Manillow
Bernadette Tiffany McLaughlin
*Jacquelyn Farrell Miller
*Lauren Elise Moltz
Susan Banks Neely
Viola Elaine Ratliff
Geraldine Marie Rohling
Susan Dorothy Salamon
Carol Irene Seligman
Lelia Holley Singleton
Charles Idris Webb
Arlene Ann Weise
Marie A Woodman
Nancy S Young
*Janet Helene Zinn

December 19, 1980

Cheryl Ann Brooks
James Barkley Craig
Susan Schaefer Deusinger
Susann Marie Farberman
Roger L Gray
Abby Altschuler Gross
Carmelee Ursula Hall
Katherine Catch Law

Antoinette Marie Montgomery
Sharon Junko Nagatani
Stanley Philip Rheinecker
Carla S Stillman
Sandra K Wahl
Carolyn Marie Ward
Geraldine Frances Zobel

August 15, 1980

Mary Ellen Barth
*Jane Deborah Benjamin
Kathleen Lizbeth Berger
Saramina Berman
Patricia Anne Bober
Shirley Ann Booker
Judith Fay Byrd
Jeri Jamieson Devereaux
Jane Tibbals DuMont
Patricia Duke Faust
Sandra S Furfine
Patricia Marie Furlong
Jacqueline Elaine Goodman
Frances Rae Hamilton
Marie LaUnia Harris
Sara Lee Hart

Olympia M Hicks
Mary Lynn Katz
Gretchen Taussig Kilpatrick
Beverly Joan Kinney
Walter Francis Klein, Jr.
Linda Davis Knichel
Rita Joan Koziar Lantz
Mary Theresa Libby
Ann Kathleen Lieb
Christine C Magilligan
Hazel Mallory
Joyzelle G Martinez
Dolores Anne Tracy Masson
Janice Sue McFarland
Charlotte Way Million
Carol A Nador
Pamela Kathleen Pogue
Loretta Eleanor Pooker
Pamela Rae Preusse
Rachelle Ranciglio Reeg
Mary Phyllis Robichaud
Helen Robinson
Lois Feigenblatt Rubin
Florence Jeanette Rucker
Armentha Jean Mitchell Russell
Linda Joyce Scahill
Sandra Lee Schumacher
Barbara Shamir
Suzanne Mary Sutterer
Kim Marie Tanner
Anne Carey Varhol
Marie Carol Violetta

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

August 15, 1980

Judith Vezzetti Crouch

MASTER OF ARTS IN WRITING

May 22, 1981

Robert Lynn Henningsen
Robin Rebecca Mack
Sybil Ann McBride
Ruth Eda Olson
Nancy Ruth Owens

MASTER OF MUSIC

May 22, 1981

Bruce Berr
David Charles Bruenger
Donald Steven Fraser
Gary Don Zink

August 15, 1980

Dianthe Neonta Myers

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 22, 1981

Lonnie Suzanne Anderson
John Karl Dawson, Jr.
Laura Freschi Ferguson
Victoria Margaret Heinrich
Elizabeth A Hightower
Teresa Eileen Huber
Laurie Joan Johnson
April Mae Kenworthy
Susan Elizabeth Langtry
Debra Nan Levine
Valerie Bliss Maynard-Frigo
William Michael Mudrovic
Amy Ellen Pearlman
Mary Peacock Pearse
Jan Gabrielle Rubin
Mary Catherine Saggau
Regina Ana Salomon
Judith Rae Schlesinger
Ann Elise Sieger
Lesley Kim Wilke
ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION

May 22, 1981

James Craig

Margaret Elizabeth Tracy

December 19, 1980

Robert James Alexander

August 15, 1980

Carol Ann Dunham

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

August 15, 1980

George William Fairgrieve

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

May 22, 1981

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)

*James Bradley Breitmeyer
*Laura Jane Brown
*Ralph Patterson Bucy
*Keith Langston Parker
Christopher Charles Tietze

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)

*Carl Ernest Freter
*Michael Richard Green

Gary Nickerson Rogers
*Ira Abram Tabas

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)

Winthrop Edward Sullivan

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)

James Clinton Solomon

In Business Administration

Kent E St. Pierre
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In Chemistry
William Preston Chisholm
Daniel Joseph Graham
Jasun Lee
Gregory W Spiegel

In Comparative Literature
Lynne B Layton

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Burton Mack Kennedy

In Economics
Rebecca Ann Dorsett

In Education
David Dwyer
Michael Edenhart-Pepe
Alan Edward Frelich
Margaret McDonald Guest
Jane S Levin
Gail Marshall

In French Language and Literature
Pierrette Daly

In Mathematics
Julian Aguirre
Jose Ramon Dorronsoro
Rosalind Joyce Neuman

In Music
Jennie Lou Congleton
Charles Jonathan Metz II
Alice Brin Renken
Don Allan Stein
Shirley McGaugh Zielinski

In Pharmacology
*Robert Alan Gross
*Thomas Kevin Sweeney

In Physics
Terry L Dannehold
Eric I Madaras

In Political Science
Timothy Wayne Luke
Wayne Vann McIntosh

In Psychology
Robert David Carafiol
Mary Ann Keithler
Patricia Eickmeyer Wood
In Art and Archaeology
Novelene Glover Ross

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Alfonso Gonzalez-Noriega
Donald Neil Halbert
Craig Michael Sorensen

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Bruce Lawrence Carr

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Jeffrey Michael Greve

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Michael Ariel
John Gavin Ferry

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Paul Edward Berry
Sarah Carter Hake

In Chemistry
Marc Sheldon Berridge
Byung Hyung Lee
Robert Steven White

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Edward Albert Guinness, Jr.

In Economics
Frank Elwell Case

In Education
Gwendolyn Jordan Dungy
Barbara Dew Lokitz
Donald Fielding Morrison

In French Language and Literature
Richard Carl Amelung

In History
Ann Morton Crabb
Edwin Kent Glauert Jaggard
Robert Eben Sackett

In Philosophy
Rex Patrick Stevens

In Physics
John Joseph Kester
Mark Harris Selikson

In Psychology
Shirley Reynolds Baron
Marlene Joan Frankel
Cheryl Hale

In Social Work
Shirley Wesley King

In Sociology
Humphrey Gordon Glass
August 15, 1980

In Anthropology
Kenneth Charles Carstens
Jeremy Francis Dahl
David H Dye
Paul Alan Garber
Linda Ann Coff
Ann Manry Rynearson

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Julia Janes Dibner

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology and Neural Sciences)
Jesse Haynes Pate Skene

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Arthur Bernhardt Jenny II
Joel M Levine

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
David Harold Lorence

In Chemistry
Daniel Lee Crimmins

In Communication Sciences
Carol Lee De Filippo

In Comparative Literature
Alice Owen Letvin

In Economics
David Lawrence Cleeton
Carl Paul Kaiser
Alan Douglas Rockwood

In Education
Pauline Frances Young Eisendrath
Randal Alvin Lemke
Michael Jay Strait

In History
Julia Fukuda Cosgrove

In Molecular Biology
Sun-Yu Ng

In Music
Carl Conway Moman

In Philosophy
Paul Douglas Lyon

In Physics
Edwin E Nothdurft
Anthony Louis Plachy
Nouha Salibi

In Political Science
Augustus J Jones, Jr.

In Psychology
Eric Charles Crouse
Dorothy R Farrar
Edna Varela Herdman
Shelley Anne Kick
Warren R Seyfried

In Social Work
Yuet-Ngor Rosanna Chan
Richard Miller Earle
Arlene Rubin Stifffman

In Sociology
Britta Sibylle Fischer
Patricia L Rosenbaum
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 22, 1981

magna cum laude

Mark David Foster  Paul Robert Maurath

cum laude

Joel Durham Hendricks  I-Ping Wang

May 22, 1981

Karen Elizabeth Baxter  James William Johnson
Christopher Van Beasley  Mary Jo Kowitz
Jacques Bohi  Stephen Paul Krupp
Michael Jay Brand  Margory Jean Kuenster
Judith Elaine Bump  Mie-Fung Lie
Heidi Jean Carroll  James Eric McIntosh
Peggy Jane Clews  Dallas Dale Myers
Corinne Anne Conklin  Daniel Lysen O'Connor
Samuel Leonard Cooke III  *Shelby Philip Oostwouder
Joseph John Culter  Jeffrey Donald Painter
Mary Lou Cunningham  Gerald Bruce Puetz
Donna Rochelle D'Angelo  *Thomas Joseph Rizzo
Glenn John Decker  James Richard Segbers
Thomas James DeZarn  Ellen Kaye Slaughter
Catherine Louise Ershen  *Elizabeth Ann Staley Smith
Donald Gordon Fitzwater  Kestutis Anthony Sonta
Katherine Ann Fleure  Kathleen Louise Spurgeon
Kar Koon-Yau Fung  *Cary Blaine Stevens
Shirley Jean Gorley  Godwin Kwok-Wing Tsang
David J Hauser  Jorge L Villanueva
Gerald Dwane Haynes  Denise Meyer Wisdom
Roch Steven Hettinger  Jeffrey Brian Woodson
Edward Huber  *Nohemi Zerbi-Urdaz
Frances Lenore Jaynes

December 19, 1980

Abdul Rasheed
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 22, 1981
magna cum laude

*Ramon Jose Dahdah
Mary Eileen Higgins
Christopher Akpan Ekong
Cathleen Sue Grubb
Steven Wayne Haken
Abdullah John Jalali
Thomas Robert Joyal
Douglas MacKenzie Laird
Susan Patricia Leifeld
Carol Beth Levy
Marie Kristine Loy

May 22, 1981
cum laude

Scott Alan McGrew
Amy Dayle Lyons
Samuel Maruli
*John Paul Masek
Jeffrey Allen Nauman
Patricia Judee O’Shea
James Stephen Rice
John Arthur Ritter
Barry Alan Rosenberg
David T Zimmer

December 19, 1980

summa cum laude

Richard Douglas Olson
Kamran Izadpanah
Ahmad Sulieman Al-Mudaf
Michael Anthony Petracca

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 22, 1981

summa cum laude

*Robert Kellar Israel

magna cum laude

*Steven Roger Prothero

Stephen Michael Moore

May 22, 1981

*Andrew Barry Cohen
Gaines Anthony Coleman
Robert Michael Davis
*Cheryl Lynn Ehlers
Keith Allan Giesler
*Mark Victor Grieshaber
Mary Noel Kittrell
Frederick Kitto Lanyon
John Thomas Love
Robert Nelson Mayo

*Lori Ann Mohr
Marcia L Oppenheim
*Gerald John Ringel, Jr.
Ralph E Santagato
Mark E Schaedler
Thomas Takeshi Shigeta
James L Stenoish
*Lloyd William Taylor
Jeffrey Irwin Turner
Daniel Robert Williams
December 19, 1980
summa cum laude

December 19, 1980

August 15, 1980
summa cum laude

August 15, 1980
Richard Szeto
Roark David Weil

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 22, 1981
summa cum laude
Fred Edward Santoro

magna cum laude
Stephen Michael Moore

cum laude
David Gerard Politte

May 22, 1981

*Sidney H Mayer III
James Anthony Keane
Christopher Neil Carlson

John Quentin Dal Santo
Robert Michael Prothero
Holly Anne Rader

Louis F Fernandez
Robert Kellar Israel
Joseph Jackson Armistead
Joseph James Italiano

Stephen Thomas Benzek
Kester Li Jen Fong

Roger Alan Babb
Jose Miguel Benvenuto
Steven Michael Burns
George Ralph Campbell
David Howard Chervitz
Jayson B Cowley
Jeffrey Andrew DeFreese
David Stewart Dunning
Marcia L Durkee
Onyegbula Anthony Ekenga
Steven Bennet Ewall
Steve Marc Fogel
Mark Freeman
Patricia Lynn Friedman
David William Goldfarb
Leon Gurevich
Melvin Lee Hagge
Arden Holly Hart
Michael B Hauser
Yves Ulrich Idzerda
Peter Charles James
Cathryn Helen Jenkins

*David Allen Jordan
Stacie Kay Kawano
Paul Richard Lamore
Philip Anthony Le Zotte
Kenneth Dean Leo
Robert Harry Lewis
Diana Lynne Lorenz
Yasser Hassan Nassif
Timothy Raymond Paige
Shannon Dean Peery
Robert Lee Pinckney
Richard Paul Proctor, Jr.
P David Pull

Gerald John Ringel, Jr.
Donald E Runge
Ronald Douglas Sampson
Timothy Lee Scherr
Michael David Schomburg

Lloyd William Taylor
Laurence K Tsui
Kurt Ralph Wollenberg
December 19, 1980
summa cum laude

*Sidney H Mayer III

Michael Eugene Alcorn
George Richard Beck
Walter Harry Curtis
Steve Gerard Engelmeyer
Leo Li-Ping Fong
Stephen Edward Jendrzejewski

December 19, 1980
Shawn Gerald Lyons
Roderick Kenneth MacLean, Jr.
Sherry Paula Rascovar
Michael Henry Riess
Salah Mohamed Werfelli

August 15, 1980
Marcos Rafael Barreto
John D Bowman
Kevin Michael Desrosiers
Hani Iesa Ahmad Fayrouz

James Stevadson Massey
John Douglas Myers
Roard David Weil

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY
May 22, 1981
cum laude

Steven Nelson Payne

May 22, 1981
William Douglas Black

Lawrence Michael Hample

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
May 22, 1981
summa cum laude

James Carlton Blough

Jeffrey Northridge Phillips

May 22, 1981

David Edward Boll
Willis Dean Bowman
Daniel Albert Carletta
Margaret Starr Cherry
Kurt Allen Creager
Catherine Nagel DeFreese
Alex Gunin
Edward Willis Milner, Jr.
Keith Robert Motz
Richard James O'Driscoll
David James Ohlendorf
Kevin Lee Ota

Moussa Ouali
Jeffrey Herbert Pfuhl
David Michael Queensen
Frank Edgar Reid
David Alan Steelman
Andrés Guillermo Tamayo
David S Thompson
Glennon John Tiffin
Dennis Paul Velleca
Marc Irwin Weinstein
Hoong Keng Yeang

December 19, 1980
Julia Anne Fitch
Roderic A Grupen

Robert Bryan Nicholson
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August 15, 1980
Abdelbaki Boukheit
Keith Evan Van Tassel
Anthony W Flynn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
May 22, 1981
magna cum laude

David Lee Weidman

May 22, 1981
Diego H Granada
* Yves Ulrich Idzerda
* David Glenn Lasseigne

Thomas Bernard Lyons III
Steven Robert Moss

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
May 22, 1981
cum laude

* Kester Li Jen Fong

* Kenton Fong Wo Lee

May 22, 1981
James Frederick Campbell
Man-Yee Chow
Thomas B Frank
John William Goodman
* David Glenn Lasseigne
Stella Yuen-Chi Lo

Rosalind R Owens
Ann Keiko Seki
Robert Mark Stein
Laurie M Tanen
David L Williams
David Asher Wroblewski

December 19, 1980
Nancy Veronica Garapic
Andrew Cole Spring

August 15, 1980
Anthony A Cataluña
Catherine Ruth Foster

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)
May 22, 1981
cum laude

Carol Sue Loftus

May 22, 1981
* Andrew Barry Cohen
* Steven Michael Joenk
Catherine Irene Salika

Steven Miller Shields
* Lawrence Allan Stalzer
John Kirwin Stevens, Jr.

December 19, 1980
Janet I Adams

August 15, 1980
William Herman Freedman
Frederic Daniel Wolkow
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H. Edwin Sever Institute of Technology

Candidates Presented by
James Morgan McElvey, Ph.D., Director

MASTER OF SCIENCE
May 22, 1981

In Chemical Engineering
Gregory P Andrus
Chih-Chung Chou
Jung-Ho Hwang
Kokchee Roger Mui
James Joseph Topf
*Wen Tao Wu

In Civil Engineering
*Steven Wayne Haken
Patrick Joseph Leahy
*John Paul Masek
Thiet Thanh Nguyen
Kevin Zane Trumman

In Computer Science
*Cheryl Lynn Ehlers
Matthew John Gierlach
*Mark Victor Grieshaber
Russell Thomas Gustin
Kurt H Hasseled
Eric W Kiebler
Dawkoon Lee
*Lori Ann Mohr
*Steven Roger Prothero
Camille Ann Stelzer
Cecile Ada Stelzer
Bonnie Louise Whitesel
Hong-Chung Yu

In Electrical Engineering
George Richard Beck
Todd LeBrun Carpenter
Mark Anthony Connelly
Edward Peter Gruendler
Eric Brammer Haglestein
Eric James Haag
Harold Andrew Klotz, Jr.
Richard David Marking-Camuto
Rathindra Nath Putatunda
Terry J Rivat
Paul Frederick Schroder
Stephen L Von Rump
Paul Joseph Wehlung
David Randall Wolter

In Mechanical Engineering
Chien-Shih Hsu
Mohammad Abdul Salam
Brett Darrell Taylor
Linda Espaner Trebing
Alan Richard Walker

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Yilong Chen
Reed Edward Hannebaum
Peiying Huang
Thomas Herbert Jagger
Sanjai Kohli
*Kenton Fong Wo Lee
Shin-Yeu Lin
Keh-Wen Lu
Susumu Uemoto

In Technology and Human Affairs
Patti Sue Litman
Mark Alan Worley
December 19, 1980

In Chemical Engineering
Paul Alan Aegerter
George Bamopoulos
Henry Frank Erk
German Raul Gomez

In Civil Engineering
Sandral Davis Jones
Lester H Krone III

In Computer Science
Jill Anne Holtz
Steven Francis Karasek
Ann Elizabeth Madison
Sidney H Mayer III

In Electrical Engineering
Miguel M Cadena
Ronald Barry Helson
Mark G Hinch
William H Homer
Curtis Edward Larson
Edward Thomas Macke

In Mechanical Engineering
Walter Thomas Grondzik
Tseng Kong Hu
Peng Cheng Lai
Kamyar Vakhshoorzadeh

In Systems Science and Mathematics
David Eugene Patterson

In Technology and Human Affairs
Robert Paisley Mulock
Kent William Myers
Nancy A New
Michael Peter Russo
Paul Walker Stupp

August 15, 1980

In Chemical Engineering
Young-Sang Cho
Kin-Chi Lui

In Civil Engineering
Charles A Hamilton

In Electrical Engineering
Cordon Paul Ansell
Norman David Emerson
Robert James Falster
Robert J Goggins
Gary F Shade
Michael D Sutter
Camellia Mei Ling Yee

In Mechanical Engineering
Behrooz Bakhshaei
Stuart Jay Heyman
Joseph John Sind

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Garng M Huang

In Technology and Human Affairs
Charlie Louis Clark
David John Jaegers
James Gregory Swift
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 22, 1981

In Civil Engineering
Kye Jong Han

In Electrical Engineering
Gary H Brandenburger
Stanley Norman Hack
Carl Frederick Pieper
Daniel James Sucher

In Mechanical Engineering
Tung-Kuang Hsu
Andrew Howard Potter Swift, Jr.

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Jeffrey M Abram
Olive Y Liu
Mark William Spong

December 19, 1980

In Computer Science
Emily Cowne Plachy
Robert Ralph Roediger

In Electrical Engineering
Michael Lee Dierker
John Wayne Matthews

In Mechanical Engineering
Dale Marvin Pitt

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Marija Ilic-Spong

August 15, 1980

In Civil Engineering
David Alan Dumavant

In Electrical Engineering
Roger Paul Gaumond
Houshang A Javan
Kuok Mee Ling

In Systems Science and Mathematics
*Garng M Huang
Renjeng Su
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES, Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

May 22, 1981

Mohammed Abdulaziz Al-Mudaimeagh
Katherine T Bentley
Craig Douglas Blackmon
Teresa Ann Widener Crossland
Alan Wayne Davis
Michael Eric Dobbs
Mark Christopher Dowell
Lie-Jiuan Fan
Arturo Febry, Jr.
Thomas James Fisher
Robert Wood Guthrie Fu
Douglas C Kleffner

D Scot MacPherson
Cynthia Lee Preston
David Rosenstein
Peter David Russell
Jeffrey Michael Sakowitz
Lobna A Sherif
Ida C Siegfried
Edward John Smits, Jr.
Mark Spencer Thomsen
Edward Irwin White
Thomas Daniel Wickersham

December 19, 1980

Amr Ezzeldin Abdel-Kawi
Judd Fraser Eddy
Janelle Marie Forgette
Brian Paul Harrington
John William Kemper, Jr.
Scott David Lane

Alvah Marc Levine
William Garrison McCuen, Jr.
Marcela Kirschbaum Pizzi
Susan Ann Reel
Roy Horton Taylor III
Lawrence Robert White

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN

May 22, 1981

Tsiou-Hung Chou
Ali F El-Faramawy
Darayus Noshir Kolah

Satish Madhav Mohe
Kirsten Spliid Pedersen
Jeffrey Solomon

December 19, 1980

Somesh Ranjan Debnath

August 15, 1980

Bulbul Janardan Raval
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THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 22, 1981

William Niehaus Adams
Charles Franklin Allison, Jr.
James John Anderson, Jr.
Ruth Ann Auer
Elizabeth Ann Bergauer
Mitchell L Berger
Brenda Marie Bradley
Jacobo Btsh
James Neil Buckles
Jocelyn J Burns
Caryn Stacia Carlie
Alan Kraft Cooper
Linda Sue Dagerman
Lynn Sue Davidson
Steven Mark Davve
Howard Adam Denemark
Jeffrey Michael Drucker
Philip B Eisner
Sandra Louise Evans
Bruce Charles Fernandez
Thomas Marshall Findley
* Jared Tobin Finkelstein
  Jill Diane Geier
Howard Brad Goldberg
Susan Lynn Greene
Lawrence Richard Irwin
Jeffrey Edward Issroff
Madryn Sallil Jackson
Angela C Johnson
Victor Jerome Jones
Alan Lewis Keathley
Laura Anne Korb
Cheryl Treffert Lachalmelle
Yung Chan Lee
Frank Valentine Lennartz
Judith Elizabeth Linka
Frank Lester Lumbar
Thomas Edward Maguire, Jr.
Stuart Miles Manewith

Evan Ira Mann
Paul Eugene Markiewicz
Catherine Cecelia Masek
Lynn Diane Meisel
Steven Thomas Mueller
Thomas Hyde Nelson
Diana Lynn Ortiz
Samuel David Platt
Stephen M Plung
James Robert Pond
Kenneth Mark Potrock
Edward James Powers
Philip Michael Rothenberg
Ronald Etson Rucker
William Robert Schaefer
Robert Bruce Scharer
Deborah Lynn Schiess
Gail Frances Schilmeister
Darrell Eugene Schneider
Barbara Sue Shaw
Pamela Kaye Smith
John Norman Sowell
Alice Virginia Spencer
Mark Gordon Strauss
Michael Jeffrey Strauss
Steven Theodore Stull
Aaron William Sumliner
Stephen Craig Tarleton
Christina Tin
Todd Henry Tobiasz
Curtis Lee Todd
Mark Jeffrey Tousey
Henry B Voges, Jr.
David A Warfield
Richard Allan Weissberg
Richard Scott Williams
Janice Lynn Witt
Marianne Louise Woodward
Rasidah Binti Zulkifli
December 19, 1980

Kathleen Mary Bellew
Arthur William Crump
Elizabeth Egondu Ezenwa
John Travis Hain
Eric Stuart Horowitz
*Rosa Min Hee Kang
Carrie Elizabeth Kern
Frank Stephen Masek
Martha Ann Schumacher
David Brian Seserman

August 15, 1980

Sarah Lee Boles
Rebecca Gay Bryan
*Sarah L Kern
Jeffrey Glenn Mangan

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 22, 1981

Larry James Absheer
Nancy J Adams
Victoria Rae Adams
Craig M Alexander
Benjamin Joseph Alspach
Paul Dean Axtell
Paul Robert Balach
Robert Charles Ballard
Ralph P M Beck
David Alan Belsky
Nathan L Bloch
Sarah Lee Boles
Cynthia Ann Brody
Marie Catherine Burstein
Terry Robert Bush
Mary Colleen Byrne
Christine Rubin Campbell
*David L Campbell
James Otto Campbell
Jean-Jacques Landers Carnal
*Henry Everette Carroll
Wayne Renard Cato
Matthew James Chelap
Kevin Gene Christensen
Robert Allen Connors

Catherine Marie Cook
Michael Andrew Copple
John Baker DeVault III
Judith Ann Diamond
George E Diehr
Panit Dunnvatanachit
William F Ehlers
David Sven Eliasson
David Roque English
Tod R Erickson
Michael Morgan Errichetti
Randal Scott Farber
*Jared Tobin Finkelstein
Jon Eliot Flaxman
Westelle Gaines Florez
William Harry Frank
Jeanette Ganousis
Vicki Lee Betts Gay
Ronald B Gordon
*Jay Frederik Grinney
Mark Harris Gutman
Julieann Edith Haugen
Frederick Louis Heger, Jr.,
Richard Fleetwood Herndon
Marsha Anita Hill
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Harry Fred Hillman IV
Carol Marie Hillman
Elaine B Hines
Janie Carmen Hollerorth
Daniel I Hurt
Jay Steven Jablonow
Sharon Walker Jacobson
•Steven M. Joenk
•David Allen Jordan
Mark Richard Jorgenson
Michael D Kang
Richard Song-Uk Kim
George Helmut Klemm
Susan Deborah Kobak
Douglas Randolph Koester
Barry Arnold Konig
Casper F Kvarnik, Jr.
James Elton Kropp
Sheryl Lynn Kwiatek
Jeannine M Lang
Dennis Conrad Lindsley
Diane Vandenberg Link
•Alan Howard Lipkowitz
Peter Dunbar Maguire
James Edward Matush, Jr.
Robert Arnold McBride
Dennis Edward McGowan
Vaughn Albert Meglan
David Wayne Michaud
Melanie Swann Miller
Daniel David Mittleman
Sandra Alison Moore
Jay Howard Nilson
James Francis Nowicke

•Richard James O'Driscoll
•Shelby Philip Oostwouder
Erik Warren Ottem
Samuel Parab
Edward Armand Perlman
Steven Scott Perry
•Thomas Joseph Rizzo
David Lawrence Rodman
Pamela Kay Roesler
•Sharon Elizabeth Rowe
Linda Christine Rudoff
Christine Louise Ruyter
David Bruce Sargoy
Jill B Schneider
Theresa Jean Schreiber
David Wendell Scobee
Karen Leslie Scussel
Sally A Semones
William Brenner Simon
Anne Elizabeth Suppiger
Gregory M Swalwell
Andrew James Thompson
Judith Marie Townsend
•Michael Eugene Tregoning
Francis O Trotter III
Archie Day Tucker
Keith John Weber
Edward Joseph Werner
Dale Eugene Whiting
Pamela Denise Williamson
Virgil Vincent Work, Jr.
Rodney Rowland Yarger
•Charmaine Yurkoski

William Niehaus Adams
Terence Michael Baer
Lee Alan Bernstein
Nona L Bonheimer
Kathleen Braun
Dennis Charles Caldwell
Lawrence Paul Cavallo
Bonnie Suzanne DuBois
Florence Agnes Gaffney

Randall Gene Garber
Guillermo Gomez
William Walter Kling, Jr.
•Robert John LaBarge
Jennifer Jean Luner
•Gregory Joseph Millman
Terry Edward Schnuck
Dana Virginia Welsh
Ellen S White

Luther Fredrick Blackmore
John Anthony Eilerman
Patricia Hicks Galicia
Jong Dal Lee
Richard Edward Millar

Dean A Queathem
Scot Charles Roemer
•E Jonathan Rosenbloom
Michael Nathan Stambaugh
David Lee Weinstein

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

December 19, 1980

In Finance
Howard William Bohnen

August 15, 1980

Scott Masterson Smith
THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Candidates Presented by
JAMES WARREN DAVIS, Ph.D., Administrator

CERTIFICATES

May 22, 1981

James Clarence Albenesius
Brent Paul Armbruster
Robert Glen Atkinson
Robert Allen Baldridge
Carol M Billington
Kenneth Lowell Bonenberger
Donna Faye Boxx
Reneé Lee Bradley
Ronald Eugene Bradley
Leo Bromberg
Robert Michael Campbell
Timothy Joseph Cherre
James Hayward Chesser
Billye Sue Beville Clare
Gladyds Alice Coggswell
Tyrone Ewing Cottingham
James La Verne Davis
Joan Valerie Day
David Walter Duckworth
Judith G Duncan
Jack Lavern Filkins
Mary L Flacke
Robert Joseph Forrest, Jr.
Ronald W Franke
Lawrence A Frick
Sterling Lloyd Frison
Judith Ann Giovannoni
Earl Ralph Glass
Robert L Grab

David T Hahn
Roy John Hanser, Jr.
Robert Alphonse Hodits
Michael Steven Hussey
Michael Francis Jakubowski
Frederick William Jamison
Lynn Alan Jenkins
Ronnie Dale Kimberlin
Terry James King
Madeleine Carol Long Knox
Dale R Lankford
Daniel Charles Ludwig
Steven Anthony Meierotto
Hoan Ngoc Nguyen
William Earl Pritchett
Marjorie Jones Raker
Jean Toeniskoetter Reidy
Diane M Rhimes
Russell Robert Roehr
David Ralph St. Clair
Mark Tierney Schilling
Judith S Smith
Charles Joseph Sommerhauser
Gary Dempsey Ward
James Lawrence Washburn
Linetta Helen Watkins
Donna Marie Williams
Jerry Roger Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 22, 1981

James Clarence Albenesius
Roy Douglas Ashby
Robert Allen Baldridge
Linda Jean Barker
Carlo Anthony Basile
Carolyn JoLynne Bass
Jean Marie Baugmaerther
Jozsef Gabor Biro
Joseph Lawrence Bohrer
Hurl Eugene Bradford
Karen Louise Brown

Pennie Denise Brown
Vickie Celeste Caldwell
Gladyds Alice Coggswell
Tyrone Ewing Cottingham
Phyllis M Cullen
James La Verne Davis
Lawrence Edward Diesbach
Toni Ann Drussel
David Henry Eding
Rochelle S Enger
Warren Keith Fadling
Donald Louis Giovannoni
James Russell Grayum
Kenneth Paul Hartnagel
Deborah Lynn Hellmann
Michael Randolph Herich
Eric David Hibbele
Astrid Anda Hooyberg
Alice Kadampaat
Christine M Kammmerer
Marilyn Ann Kappesser
Gerald Michael Kowarsky
Frank Joseph Longo
Gregory John Lyle
Mark H Mack, Jr.
Joan Hughes McCarthy
Vera Keller Morrison
Carol Marie Mullin
Gudrun Ingrid Nevinger
Betty Otter Nickerson
Alice Lavergne Pappas
Norman Baker Pelton
Judith Eleanor Peters
Janice Henrietta Phillips
Charles Joseph Pogorelc
Howard Ross Presser

Nancy Fay Richter
Russell Robert Roehr
Phillistene Byers Rogers
Dennis John Rohde
Michael Gregory Rollins
Carl Richard Schultz
Rita Greene Scott
David Lee Shupe
Michael Raymond Smith
Harold Lynn Stockton
Christina Li-Chin Su
Michael Patrick Sullivan
Deborah Sue Swanson
Joseph Clarence Swims
Bruce Edward Thompson
Ernest Juchan Tsai
Gerald Leonard Vetter
Terry Van Watson
Michelle Rose Watz
Donna Marie Williams
Thomas Raymond Willmering
Stanley Eugene Winfrey
Laurie Donnelly Wood
Nina Jeanne Wright
David Morris Zemel

December 19, 1980

Sandra Ruth Anna
Mildred Bakos
David Beecher Ballard
Melvin L Belton
Raymond Hugh Bono
Renee Lee Bradley
Alice Melowsere Bridges
Sheila Coggin Brotherton
Andrea Venette Brown
Darlene Renita Butler
Michael Thomas Delaney, Jr.
Deana Kay Dulle
Michael Robert Frank
Margaret Lapehn Garrett
Markku Tapio Hakkinen
Rosemary Hamilton

Anton Ruel Keeton
C Virginia Kirkpatrick
Kenneth Ralph Klouzek
Donn Kevin Krieka
James Newell McDerby, Jr.
Louis Albert Meyer, Jr.
Stephen Martin Miller
Terry Vernon Miller
Kenneth Edward Nienkamp
Robert Allan Noel, Sr.
Thomas John Nowotny
Rufus Blane Puckett
Anita S Reed
Mark Michael Rogan
Linetta Helen Watkins
Shirley Ann Wells

August 15, 1980

Katherine Ouida Austin
Rodger Alan Bayer
Robert Leonard Bechaud
John Angelo Davis
Joan Valerie Day
Christine Marie Diniz
Darryl Marvin Duda
Julie A Gentry
LaVerne deNise Holliday
Frederick William Jamison
Robert Edward Jones

William Dean Joy
Paul Kaufman
Stephen Bennett Laposa
Sara Huckle Murdaugh
Jeannine Barbara Newman
Dorothy Todd O'Donnell
James Clarence O'Driscoll
Dorothy M Parks
Marcia L Schechter
Thomas Michael Stewart
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 22, 1981

Linda Kay Kozma-Spytek

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

May 22, 1981

Steven Arvay
Donna Faye Boxx
Jack Woodrow Bray
James Willis Cubbage
Roy John Hanser, Jr.
Gary William Hartmann
Lynn Alan Jenkins

Dennis Michael Kettler
David Lee Larrar
Ralph Dean Scheel
John Robert Schmitt
Daniel Craig Schroeder
Charles Joseph Sommerhauser
Gary Dempsey Ward

December 19, 1980

John Michael Acton
John Byron Billigmeier
Frank Bowler
Augustus Elia

Vincent Paul Kline
Daniel Charles Ludwig
Frank Louis Stockmann
John Michael Thompson

August 15, 1980

Richard Lynn Akin
Karl David Birch
David Lee McMullen

Alonzo Thomas
Ricardo Lamont Thomas

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 22, 1981

David Martin Crinnion
Walter Everett Clore
Michael Allan Hansen
James Edward Mettes

William Varner Parros
Michael Kevin Ring
Ronald Lee Shannon
Jean-Pierre Van Nostrand

December 19, 1980

Judith Ann Albers
Christine Lynn Anderson

Beverly Ann Williams

August 15, 1980

Theodore Anthony Elfrink

Robert Charles Stuckmeyer
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THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DESROSIEUX, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 22, 1981

Walter Bruce Baetjer
Elaine Marie Banmerlin
Paige Ann Billin
David Alan Clark
Sandra Lynn Faier
Keith R Farley
Rebecca Phebe Goetz
Carl Eugene Gragg
Charles Dodge Harmon
Patricia Susan Hasson
James Paul Heartney
Dion Sokolic Hitchings
Kirsten Quinn Hodson
Tamra Geralyn Humm
*Cheryl Lynn Jacobson
Christine Mary Jaworski
Donna Emily Jepsen
Laura Linton Kistner
Risa Lynn Kleban
Elizabeth Ann Klein
Jennifer Sandra Krauss
Nancy Jane Lang
Andria Shear Lavine
Patricia Jean Liermann
Paul Gerard MacFarlane
Pamela Ann Mahn
Scott Waitz Markman
Marianne Mitchell
Paula Jean Murray
Patricia A Neiman
Joan Marie Nelson
Michael Gerard Neville
Jill Diane Nightingale
Joseph Frank Ortmeyer
Nancy Carol Owens
Thomas Edward Palmer
Diane Margo Papageorge
Virginia Harding Pifko
Barbara Ellen Pinkham
Pamela Wynne Powers
Barbara Lin Praefke
Robbin Blair Rader
Frances A Reed
Laura Lu Rubin
Paulette Jan Rubin
Ann Duncan Satterfield
Carla Schine
Susan Eileen Schunick
Jennifer Ann Selby
Elizabeth Kassel Suits
Janis Elaine Tarbox
Robert David Thomas
Jon Michael Timian
Suzanne Marie Tlapak
Cathy Sue Vanderheyden
Elizabeth M Vatterott
Carlton Frederick Wilkinson
Harold Kevin Woodridge
Linda Hali Zucker

December 19, 1980
David Hairston
Sharon Kay Selle

August 15, 1980
Carolyn Sue Lindsey
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 22, 1981

Marcella Marie Davis
Phillip Morene Harris
David Roy Howland
David Martin Jaworski
Mark William Miller
Timothy Richard Mockler
David H Moose
Hava Raucher
Ann Baird Raynsford

Garrison Roots
Millicent Ann Schainker
Madeleine Rae Soloway
Gabriel Suarez
M Brett Tibbles
Patricia Carol Underwood
Leslie Sue Weissman
Ahmad Khiri Mohd Zain

December 19, 1980

William David Brown

August 15, 1980

Hilary Vermilye Gifford
THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 22, 1981

Frances White Allen
Najat W Assad
Katherine Lorraine Baker
Astrid I Balzer
Ellen Tamar Bernstein
Stephen Victor Bowles
John David Braucher
Carl Walter Bretscher
Diana Lynne Brody
Jessica Merrill Brown
*BethAnne Spence Brush
Kelly Michelle Clark
Pamela Jean Clark
Andrea Louise Cody
*Cynthia J Curell
Thomas Francis Curran
*Bonnie Martha Marion Day
Lisa Denise Densmore
Anita M Destazio
Pauline Edwards
Deborah Lynn Bonham Ellingsworth
Diane Makuh Ferguson
Laya Firestone-Seghi
*Ann Frances Flodorf
Bryna G Franklin
Carolyn J Granger
Ruth M Grogan
Meretha Ann Hamilton
Jeanne Elizabeth Harvath
Julie Condren Herbert
John P Hilgeman
Debra Ann Hirschberg
Dollie Franklin Hodges
Rosemary Belinda Jackson
Nancy Brokaw Jacobs
Sally Renee Janes
Judith Lea Johnson

Mary Jo Anne Kane
Eleanor Gene Kirchoff
Donna Sue Kisslinger
Mary Ann Kreski
*Debra Ann Kuhn
Patricia Violet Kupfer
Donna Kaye Lane
Louise G Larrabay
Patricia Helen Leasure
Deborah L Norman Lefebvre
Jean Lacy Loemker
Jennifer Lynn Manolis
Mary M McCann
Donna Cheryl McGee
Randi Karen Menkin
*Bonnie Jean Miller
*Jacquelyn Farrell Miller
Margaret Virginia Miller
Rita Carol Bradford Mitcham
*Lauren Elise Moltz
Katherine Ann Morgan
Timothy John Mullaney
Stuart Francis Murphy
Janet Mary Nelson
Charles Ray Nieberding
Susan Norlin-Parker
*Jean Elizabeth O'Daniel
Beverly Sue Odell
John Gregory Orme
Anne Lisa Perry
Stephen Rabinowitz
Constance Lee Richards
Constance Zeno Rigel
Susan Marie Salisbury
Phyllis Sara Schechtman
Yolanda D Shannon
Mary Beth Slaughter Shinners
Jane Clark Siedhoff
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Karen Faye Slaven
Teresa Ann Stephens
LuAnn Stephenson
Yuichi Suda
Mary Ellen Sudbrock
Carla Bauer Sullivan
Deborah Karen Tolmach
Ann Louise Travis
Lauren B Tucker

Martha Lynn Turner
Sherilyn Cheatham Walton
Ling-Chen Wang
James Francis Weipert
Howard Mark Weissman
Bruce Thomas White
Kathryn Ann Wobus
*Janet Helene Zinn

December 19, 1980

Lenette Azzi-Lessing
Marjorie Ellen Baker
Phoebe Delois Buckley
Joseph Salvatore Caneverello
Evelyn Cohen
Patricia Carol Coughlin
Barbara Jean Crousbey
Christy Helen Duncker
Karen Faye Edelman
Susan E Florentin
Eleanor Stanard Gardner
Seely M Gerraughty
Paula Joyce Gessiness
Daniel Korson Glazier
Margaret Speer Goodwin
Janet Ruth Hall
Allene May Jackson
Gary Israel Jacobson
Michael Douglas James
Vincent Katele Kalumba
Leslie Stephanie Kapner
Mary Catherine Kennedy

Anthony Elvin O King I
Carol-Ann Kraft
Benedict Freidrich Lessing, Jr.
Maryellen S May
Marta Merbaum
Samuel Owusu-Agyemang
David Partyka
Paul F Pattison, Jr.
Rebecca Joan Pragle
Elliston Rahming
Kathryn Mary Rost
Lewis Jay Scherotter
*Brian Paul Selzter
Christine M Szaj
Linda Sue Vinton
Vu-Duc Vuong
F Michael Wanner
Gerald W Weitz
Caroline T Wilner
William Ross Wing
Alisa A Yudin

August 15, 1980

Marilyn Faye Bass
Anne L Baur
Lisa Marie Bednarzyk
*Jane Deborah Benjamin
Jacqueline W Bloom
Beth Richie Bush
Rosemary Farasy Crofford
Gwendolyn DeLoach
Janet Hatch Dunlap
Ellen Fu
Harry Truman Goldwater
Stephen B Harris
Fonda Lee Heller
Stella Johnson
Eve Devorah Kaplan
Kolleen Diane Krenzler

William Steven Maxon
Suzan Jo Mendelson
Margaret Ann Meyer
Michael L Newmark
Janice Frances Nix
*E Jonathan Rosenbloom
James George Sahaida
Deborah Shayman
Jane Marie Shuman
Steven Daniel Soifer
Gail Richards Swartz
Peter Benjamin Walker
Marcy Lynn Wolf
Deborah Lynn Woodside
Hon-Yei Annie Yu
Patti Ann Zetlin-Levine
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THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
FOREST HODGE O'NEAL, S.J.D., Dean

MASTER OF JURIDICAL STUDIES

December 19, 1980

Paul Charles Gerber

DOCTOR OF LAW

May 22, 1981

Mary Margaret Albert
Dorian Bell Amon
Julie Cleveland Arnold
Landis William Atkinson III
David Paul Bailis
Carol Jeanette Baker
Matthew Ian Baker
Dianne Marie Barry
Robert Lloyd Baum
Donald Allen Behle
David Alan Belofsky
Bruce Bennett Berger
Brian Winston Berglund
Elizabeth Ann Blaich
Alan Robert Blank
Alan Bruce Bornstein
Seth E Bowerman
Sally Ann Bowers
Saul Boyarsky
Jeffery Len Boyher
Ronald N Braunstein
Albert Joseph Bronsky, Jr.
David Michael Brooks
Randal John Brotherhood
Anne Graff Brown
Terrence David Brown
*BethAnne Spence Brush
Janine -Lee Bruton
Dale Ken Carrigan
William Barney Carter
Stephen Daniel Coffin
Anne Ross Conzelman
Gilbert Morris Coogler
Arthur Benjamin Cornell
Colleen M Dale
Sonya Meyers Davis
*Bonnie Martha Marion Day

Andrea Mutch DeFrain
Douglass Warren Dewing
Richard Paul Dieffenbach
Michael William Dingle
Linda J Douglas
Theresa Kay Edwards
John D Evans, Jr.
Dan Wesley Evers
Robert Lee Finder, Jr.
Henry David Finkelstein
Jeanne A Fischer
Mark Isaac Fogel
DaLaurie Elena Forsyth
Barbara Anne Frantz
Leslie Vera Freeman
Brian Keith Friedman
Derald Lee Gab
Judith Kleinberg Geiss
Daniel Korson Glazier
Daniel Michael Gray
Patricia Donovan Gray
*Joel R Greenberg
Ira Emmanuel Greschler
Priscilla Frances Gunn
Susan Ray Haerr
James William Hahn II
A Michael Hainsfurther
Donna Marie Hale
John Michael Hall
Polly Su Hannas
George E Harris, Jr.
Bruce Alan Harwood
Jeanine Diana Hazeltin
Kay Kurtz Heidbreder
Nancy Jean Hentig
Vickie Lynn Hix
Douglas Alan Hoeksema
David E Holly
Sylvester Devereaux Holmes
Charles Allen Hood
Grant William Hunter
Stephen Bartels Hurlbut
Nancy Anne Coffey James
Terry Lee Jones
Michael Anthony Kafoury
Susan Elizabeth Kaiser
Sheldon Gary Karasik
Rochelle Ann Kaskowitz
Michael Irwin Katz
Stephen Katz
Stuart Paul Katz
Gary J Keleher
Patricia Gregory Kenworthy
Kevin Floyd Kerstiens
Barry Jay Kessler
Mitchell Howard Kider
Jeffrey N Klar
Daniel Frederick Klenke
Jane L Klon
John David Knight
Michael Spencer Kolker
Adele Konkel
David Everett Kuntz
Mark Edwards Lehman
James Peter Leonard
Larry Alan Levin
Linda Suzann Levin
Douglas George Lind
• Alan Howard Lipkowitz
JoAnne Elaine Martin
Karen Elizabeth Marty
R Mark McCareins
Patrick Conlon McKenna
Michael A McKuin
Daniel James McNeil
Amy Rose Meltzer
Henry B Merens
Frederick Joseph Miano
• Bonnie Jean Miller
Douglas Macdonald Monroe
Lynn Jacobson Morgenstern
Joel Aaron Mullin
Starr Lynne Murphy
• Jean Elizabeth O’Daniel
Elizabeth Derbes Odell
Tina Louise Osborne
Mark Daniel Owen
Pamela A Peters

Richard Norman Peterson
Marilyn Martha Compton Phillips
Fred Thomas Polacek
Patti Fern Potash
Ira Mitchell Potter
Alfred Powell
Richard Quan
Michael Wade Raridon
Marie Van Huss Rasner
James Richard Ratchiffe
Eric Louis Reinken
Lawrence G Rose
Jerome Brian Roselle
Martin Carl Rothfelder
• Sharon Elizabeth Rowe
Richard Charles Rupp
Carol A Rutter
James Shoffner Savage III
Ann Elizabeth Schneider
Stanley Gene Schwarm
Richard James Schwartz
Steven C Scudder
Phyllis Shapiro
Kenneth Ray Sharpe
Sarah Ann Siegel
Stephen Lewis Simons
F Lynn Skaggs
Joan Andrea Spiegel
David Allen Starr
Lisa Robin Stern
Ellyn Leslie Sternfield
Carol Robin Stone
Karen Marie Stray-Gundersen
Monica Lynn Thompson
Sherri Virginia Thompson
• Michael Eugene Tregoning
Paul Wesley Tyler
Steven Lars Ugland
Keri Ann Underwood
Scott Phillip Walthius
Alice Carla Wasserman
Albert G Webber
Kay A Welch
Lacey Ann Wilson
Bradley Alan Winters
Debra Jo Wolf
Donna Preston Wood
Joseph Antoine Wuestner, Jr.
Barbara Irene Wurman
Allan Jeffrey Young
Janet Ellen Young
Irene Susan Zorensky
February 6, 1981

Charles Race Juliand

December 19, 1980

Lloyd R Abrams
Michael David Arri
Robert Baumol
Ross Harry Briggs
Eric Lee Johnston
Laurie Margaret Keeshan

Frank Lloyd McElroy
Philip Stewart Moreau
Jeffrey Israel Rubin
*Brian Paul Seltzer
Laura Marie Shearin

August 15, 1980

Kathleen Hilton DeWoskin
Howard Stanley Kohn
John Harold Lamming

Michael Anthony Price
Cheryl Ann Rose

June 27, 1980

Charles M Rock

June 20, 1980

Eric Bryon Bettelheim
George Charles Dellapa

Adeen Julee Fefferman
Ann F Kanner

MASTER OF LAWS

May 22, 1981

James Ford Booth
Jane Llewellyn Brown
Frank Charles Dunne
Minalee Ethel Gardner
A Fuller Glaser, Jr.
John Francis Gleason
Beverly Jane Greenley

Gerald Wallace Hunt
Peter Sullivan Maher
Christine Costello Pernoud
Mary Gassmann Reichert
David Edward Remick
Andrew A Rimmel

December 19, 1980

Lynn Wesley Dippold

George Joseph Nassar, Jr.

August 15, 1980

Richard Louis Meives

Joseph Wrigley Mooney III
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THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 22, 1981
cum laude

Vic Hill Trammell

May 22, 1981

Robert Lee Beckelman
George Frederick Blaich IV
Gregory Mark Boyer
Stephen Paul Bozoian
John Michael Bryan
Michael Hugh Crial
Frank Dominguez
Mark Merat Ebrahimian
Richard Leroy Ellis II
Paul Scott Favero
Charles Dameron Fuszner
Monroe Mitchell Ginsburg
Robert Paul Goldman
John Stanley Grammer
Suzanne Elizabeth Gregoire
David Arthur Groenke
Kevin Edward Groth
Philip Michael Guidice
Gordon Jeffrey Hall
Patricia Maureen Hanlon
John Henry Houseman
Richard Lawrence Hudson
Zahra Afsar Huq
Carolyn Midori Ishii
Peder Jan Jensen
Timothy Mark Kelly
George Kotsakis
Kenneth Emil Kram
William Kwong-Leung Kwong
David Ira Leekoff
Alan Samuel Levi
Robert Allen Levy
David M Lewis
Cynthia Marie Sinn-Fun Lim
Allan Lennox Link III
Gary Patrick Mares
Robert Allen Mason
John Steve McHale, Jr.

Michael Randall McLaughlin
Donald Theodore Miller, Jr.
Suzanne Frances Morganti
Farhad Moshiri
Damien Alexander Mulvany
David Michael Neal
Gregory Neal Newton
Peter Andrew Norowski
John Gilbert Offerdahl
James Joseph Osetek
Yong Park
Eric David Phillips
Michael Steven Redman
Nina Dunbar Richardson
Theodore Solomon Romano
Alan Leslie Ross
Carlo Joseph Rumbolo, Jr.
Bradford Wayne Russell
John Anthony Salazar
Joseph Schames
Theodore Jay Seitles
Daniel Louis Sindelar
John Paul Skorczewski
John Alexander Smith
Howard Stephen Snider
Kenneth James Soapes
Jeffrey Walter Squires
David Allan Stein
Russell Brian Stoch
Theodore David Stomel
Donald Corbin Thiel, Jr.
Michael Wayne Thomas
William Edward Uthoff
Michael John Wagner
Steven Michael Watson
Earl Bruce Weisbrad
Steven Richard Wilson
Deborah Ann Ziwoth
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 22, 1981

Ellen Jane Aboudi
Debra Ann Beaulieu
Katherine Ann Burson
Rebecca Marie Calcatera
Vicki Marie Dunbar
Judith Ann Eckelkamp
Laura Lee Elleman
Linda Marie Emanuel
Mildred Irene Jones

Ann Louise Lawler
Alice Humble Maack
Rebecca Lyn Millington
Rossana Marie Molina
Geralyn Marie Muller
Annette Mae Pankey
Beth Etta Reiman
Beverly Cheryl Walker

December 19, 1980

Leslie Stone Baron
Renanah Halpern
Cindy Rachel Levine

Anne Marie Phillips
Wendy Apgar Rogers
Loren JoAnn Stemmler

August 15, 1980

Eve Jean Fischberg

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 22, 1981

Jane Ling Jen Chang

December 19, 1980

Charlotte Brasic Royeen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 22, 1981

Lynette Sue Bouma
Carol Ann Clem
Susan Beth Crane
Cynthia Louise Glanzer
Betsy Wolfheim Huseby
Elizabeth Jean Koch
Jo Ann Dee Lang
Theresa Lynn Meyer
Donna Ann Meyers
Jerri Anne Miller

Julie Nathan
Mary Frances Onufer
Bradley Scott Reynolds
Lisa Ann Rubin
Judy Wollenweber Schneider
Jo Anna Schroer
Mark Dewey Shiffler
Rhonda Beth Stutsman
Miriam Helene Tiktinsky
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August 15, 1980

Mary Elizabeth Kunza
Victoria Lee Young

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

May 22, 1981

David John Baltzer
Dana K Bertogli
Timothy John Brosnan
Cordell Wayne Bullis
Nan Washechek Bush
Donna Marie Chambers
Dan Lloyd Clark
Robert Douglas Collins
Robert A Fale
Mary Margaret Fendler
Robert Charles Garrett
Lisa Diane Gradman
Catherine Anne Grady
*Jay Frederik Grinney
Jeffrey M Gruer
Melville Francis Harris

Neil F Heyman
Mark Irwin Hirshberg
Amy Felissa Hoffman
Jack Duncan Kasey
Michael Patrick Mahoney
Peter Joseph Murphy
George Travis Roberts, Jr.
Shirley Ann Seele
Barbara Claire Steiner
Ellen Talbot
Thomas John Valerius
Ellen Sue Wasserman
Mark Francis Weber
Harry Wolin
David George Zwicky

December 19, 1980

*Robert John LaBarge
Thomas Arthur Peters
Yolanda Denice Shannon

Deborah Ratcliff Trent
Rita Shoshana Turk
Jeanne M West

August 15, 1980

Beryl Cecilia Page

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 22, 1981

Kimberley Alexander
Kurt Morgan Anderson
Sara Louise Anschuetz
Bryan Stanley Apple
Valerie Elizabeth Armstead
James Michael Ashton

Bruce Allen Bach
James Frederick Bennett
Michele Rhonda Berman
Ellen Frances Binder
Michael J Bolger
*James Bradley Breitmeyer
Arthur Martin Brewer
Laura Jane Brown
Michael Eugene Brun
Ralph Patterson Bucy
Dianne Budd
Jean Elizabeth Butcher
Mark H Camel
Margaret Jensen Cheadle
Edmund Hung-Kei Cheong
Neal Paul Christiansen
Audrey Denise Cobb
Jeffrey Lynn Cornella
Daniel Scott Cosgrove
Francis John Dank
William Patrick Davey
Marjorie Diane Davis
Todd Andrew Denholm
Joseph Robert DeSanctola
Lanyard Kirby Dial
Mary Elizabeth Dial
Darcy Aileen Duncan-Meyers
Jeffrey Leon Duncan-Meyers
Jean Mueller Dwyer
Molly Ellen Eaton
Waden Everett Emery III
Edgar Leo Engel, Jr.
Gary David Frank
Carl E Freter
Lesley Anne Furlong
Gerald Gant
William Michael Gee
Laurence David Gelstein
Ralph Brian Glasser
Daniel Peter Gluckstein
Steven Kent Glunberg
Charles David Goldman
Stanley W Golon
John F Gray
Michael Richard Green
Alice Ann Gricoski
Alan Mark Grobman
Robert Alan Gross
Leslie Walter Hall
Aaron Hamvas
David Tab Harris
Jay Walter Heinecke
Timothy John Herbst
Alan Lee Hindleriter
Christopher Lawrence Huerta
Laura Ruth Hubert
Steven Thomas Hunt
Charles Kim Jones
Janis Claire Kahn
Michele Elsa Kemp
Micki Klearman
Fredric Howard Klopf
Gary Jay Kurtzman
Leo Kusuda
Stephen W Lacey
Cathy Jane Lazarus
Suzanne Y Lee
Michael Joseph Lenardo
Ronald Wing Leong
David Levine
James Paul Loehr
Steven J Malek
Michael Martinez
Steven Arthur Meador
Mark A Mintun
Laura Maria Moody
Joseph Tuvia Moskal
Janet Debra Mosley
Anthony Maurice Newell
Ellis Bradley Nosroph
Bancroft O’Quinn, Jr.
Brian Christopher Organ
Tye J Ouzouian
Robert Paine III
James George Paraskevas
Keith Langston Parker
Carol Jean Pears
Gary Allen Pesicka
Raymond Wynne Phillips
Lawrence Dominic Piro
Steven Michael Pogwizd
Ross William Porter
John Doran Ray, Jr.
Donald Ellis Rediker
Ralph Frederick Reeder, Jr.
Martin Derwin Rudloff
Judith Jones Ryon
Henry F Sadovsky
Robert Mark Saitz
Erik Stephen Schweitzer
Valerie Sue Schwob
Craig John Secosan
Clay Farmer Semenovich
Janice Wann Semenovich
David Morris Spiegel
Eric B Staros
Samuel Edwin Steinmetz
Warren Jay Steinmuller
William Thomas Stewart
Arvey Max Stone
Thomas Kevin Sweeney
Ira Abram Tabas
Myron Tanenbaum
Thomas Gerald Tape
David Michael Tarlow
David Earl Thompson
Barry Forrest Tillman
Louise Diane Turkula
Susanna G Von Essen
Naomi Lyn Wahl

Douglas C Watson
Rita M Willett
Michael Jon Williams
Jeffrey Victor Winston
John Thomas Wisneski, Jr.
Delbert Loe Wright
Genevieve Man-Yee Yue

January 16, 1981

Ernest Rinaldo Greene, Jr.

December 16, 1980

Goldee Hanna Gross

June 6, 1980

Samuel Everett George
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community, 
Susan Miriam Beyda, Godfrey Ernie Goff, Jr., Yves Ulrich Idzerda, 
Paul Eugene Markiewicz, Susan Morrow, Brad L Poltman, Brian Edward Volck

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship: 
In Music, Mercedes Gomez

In Political Science, Carl Byron Hilleman III, Philip Keefer, Robert Reed, 
Ross MacIntyre, Robert David McDonald

In Speech and Hearing, April Mae Kenworthy, William Michael Mudrovic

F. Ward Denys Prize in English, Katherine Anne Csengros

Dramatics Club Prize, Elizabeth Ann Wilson

Todd Lewis Friedman Prize, Roy Koichi Akagawa

J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Matthew C Costello, Douglas Mark Greenwald

Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, First Place: Jenny Ilse Mueller

Second place: Ken Howard Croswell, Susan N Flick

Margaret Ewing Prize, Allen Scott Gardner, Tracy S Johnson

Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Vikram K D Chandhok

Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, David W Clewell, J Luke Whisnant

Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Leslie Jean Sonder

John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Gerry J Wedig

Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Matthew James Raw

Presser Scholar, Peter A Klevorn

Putnam Exam Prize, Matthew James Raw, Nathan Edward Schroeder, 
David Allen Williams

John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, David Allen Williams

Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Kathy Yooyoung Rhee

W. A. Tarr Honorary Award in Earth Sciences, Richard Charles Becker

Jinx Walker Poetry Prize of the Academy of American Poets, Nanora Sweet

Shirley McDonald Wallace Prize in History, Milton W Anderson

Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences, Leslie Jean Sonder

Louis G. Zelson Prize, Harry Velez
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
PRIZES AND AWARDS FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS 1980-1981

James Carlton Blough
Erwin C. Hoelscher Memorial—ASME Outstanding Senior Award (1980-81)

Vicki Bohm
Antoinette Frances Dames Award

John D Bowman
Joe E. Butler Award (1979)

Roger Chamberlain
Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Shyi-Yaung Chen
Robert L. Lichten Award (1981)

Mark Derthick
Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Louis F Fernandez
Saint Louis Electrical Board Award (1980-81)

Kester Li Jen Fong
Siam Chapter Award (1980)

David William Goldfarb
Corporate Simulation Games Competition—First Place (1978)

Lawrence Michael Hample
Department of Technology and Human Affairs Senior Award for
Departmental Service and Achievement (1981)

Gerald Dwane Haynes
Phillips Petroleum Award (1981)

Mary Eileen Higgins
Civil Engineering Outstanding Senior Scholarship Award (1981)

Robert Kellar Israel
Outstanding Junior Award—Pfeiffer Scholarship (1980)

Joseph James Italiano
Electrical Engineering Outstanding Senior Award (1981)

Shing-Ip Kong
Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Patrick Joseph Leahy
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Design Contest (1981)

Kenton Fong Wo Lee
Outstanding Junior Award (1979)

Robert Harry Lewis
First Prize—IEEE Saint Louis Section Student Paper Contest
Title: “Ion Engine and Mass Driver Electric Propulsion Systems
for Spaceflight” (1981)
Second Prize—IEEE Saint Louis Section Student Paper Contest
Title: “Microwave and Laser Power Transmission Options for the

Chyelin Loh
Antoinette Frances Dames Award

John Thomas Love
ACM Student Chapter Award (1981)

Amy Dayle Lyons
ASCE Student Award (1981)
John Paul Masek
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Design Contest (1981)

Paul Robert Maurath
National Science Foundation graduate Fellowship Award (1981)
Meritorious Achievement Award (1981)
Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Award (1980)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1979)

Sidney H Mayer III
Computer Engineering Outstanding Senior Award (1981)

Stephen Michael Moore
Computer Science Award for Professional Excellence (1981)

Rosalind R Owens
Society of Black Engineers Most Outstanding Contribution Award (1979)

Steven Nelson Payne
Department of Technology and Human Affairs Senior Award for Academic and Professional Achievement (1981)

Jeffrey Herbert Pfuhl
Saint Louis Section, American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers Higher Education Award (1981)

Steven Roger Prothero
Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1981)
Missouri Society of Professional Engineering Wives Scholarship (1979)

Fred Edward Santoro
Joe E. Butler Award (1980)
Outstanding Junior Award—Pfeiffer Scholarship (1980)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1979)

Timothy Lee Scherr
Second Prize—IEEE Saint Louis Section Student Paper Contest
Title: "Spread Spectrum Communications: Theory, Performance, and Applications" (1981)

Dennis Paul Velleca
Society of American Military Engineers Scholarship Award (1981)

David Lee Weidman
Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1979)
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Medal, Thomas James Fisher
American Institute of Architects Medal, Katherine T Bentley
Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts Award, Teresa Ann Widener Crossland, Cynthia Lee Preston
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, David John Dymecki, D Scot MacPherson
Women's Architectural League of the St. Louis Chapter, American Institute of Architects Award, David Andrew Peoples, Neil R Sandvold
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Advertising Club of St. Louis Award, Sandra Louise Evans
American Marketing Association of St. Louis Award, Linda Sue Dagerman
Financial Executives Institute Award, Richard Allan Weisberg
John Wayne Latchum, Westelle Gaines Florez
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Marianne Louise Woodward
Isidor Loeb Prize in Leadership, Paul Eugene Markiewicz
Master of Business Administration Scholars Award, Linda Christine Rudoff,
Theresa Jean Schreiber
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants Award, Kathleen Mary Bellew
Wall Street Journal Award, Randal Scott Farber, Michael Jeffrey Strauss

High Honors

Kathleen Mary Bellew
Linda Sue Dagerman
Edward James Powers

Curtis Lee Todd
Mark Jeffrey Tousey

Honors

Brenda Marie Bradley
Howard Adam Denemark
Sandra Louise Evans
Jared Tobin Finkelstein
Yung Chan Lee
Frank Valentine Lennartz

Paul Eugene Markiewicz
Martha Ann Schumacher
Barbara Sue Shaw
David A Warfield
Janice Lynn Witt
THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Certificate Honors

Robert Glen Atkinson
Carol M Billington
Gladys Alice Coggswell
Dale R Lankford

Steven Anthony Meierotto
Hoan Ngoc Nguyen
Jean Toeniskoetter Reidy
Judith S Smith

Final Honors

John Michael Acton
Richard Lynn Akin
Katherine Ouida Austin
Rodger Alan Bayer
Robert Leonard Bechaud
Melvin L Belton
Sheila Coggin Brotherton
Deana Kay Dulle
Rochele S Enger
Warren Keith Fading
Margaret Lapehn Garrett
Donald Louis Giovannoni
Linda Kay Kozma-Spytek
James Newell McDerby, Jr.

Vera Keller Morrison
Sara Huckle Murdaugh
Jeanine Barbara Newman
Thomas John Nowotny
Dorothy Todd O'Donnell
Howard Ross Presser
Philistene Byers Rogers
Marcia L Schechter
John Michael Thompson
Gerald Leonard Vetter
Terry Van Watson
Michelle Rose Watz
Laurie Donnelly Wood

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Award, Carolyn Sue Lindsey, Virginia Harding Pifko
Thomas R. Blow Scholarship Award, Elaine Marie Bamberlin, David Alan Clark,
Barbara Ellen Pinkham

Daher-Hagedorn Scholarship Award, Walter Bruce Baetjer, Sandra Lynn Faier,
Andria Shear LaVine, Joseph Frank Ortmeier

Helen Faibish Memorial Scholarship Award, Jill Diane Nightingale
Carolyn Janis Risque Award, David Alan Clark, David Hairston,
Jennifer Sandra Krauss, Elizabeth M Vatterott

Kellwood Foundation Scholarship Award in Fashion Design, Patricia Jean Lierman
Alfred Landesman Drawing Award, Jennifer Sandra Krauss
Eliza McMillan Scholarship Award, Ann Duncan Satterfield

John T. Milliken Traveling Scholarship Award, Christine Mary Jaworski
John T. Milliken Scholarship Award, Christine Mary Jaworski, Risa Lynn Kleban,
Andria Shear LaVine, Paula Jean Murray, Barbara Ellen Pinkham, Laura Lu Rubin,
Susan Eileen Schunick, Robert David Thomas

Tanasko Milovich Scholarship Award, Paula Jean Murray
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Art Club Scholarship Award, Susan Eileen Schunick

Julia Mary and Elizabeth Charlotte Secor Award, David Alan Clark,
Christine Mary Jaworski, Risa Lynn Kleban, Barbara Lin Praefke,
Ann Duncan Satterfield, Susan Eileen Schunick

Irving L. Sorger Memorial Scholarship Award, Kirsten Quinn Hudson,
Nancy Jane Lang

Washington University Chancellor's Scholarship, Cheryl Lynn Jacobson
Samuel Weitz Photography Award, Barbara Ellen Pinkham

Edmund Henry Wuerpel Award, David Alan Clark, Christine Mary Jaworski,
Risa Lynn Kleban, Ann Duncan Satterfield, Susan Eileen Schunick
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, David Paul Bailis
Judge Samuel M. Breckinridge Prize, First Prize, Bonnie Jean Miller
Second Prize, Daniel James McNeil

The Breckinridge Scholarship Prize, First Prize, David Paul Bailis,
Second Prize, Joseph Antoine Wuestner, Jr.

Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Kathleen Snyder Schoene
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Bonnie Martha Marion Day
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Bradley Alan Winters
The Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Stuart Paul Katz

Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Stephen Daniel Coffin
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Bradley Alan Winters

Milton F Napier Trial Award, Mitchel Howard Kider, JoAnne Elaine Martin

The Order of Barristers, Vickie Lynn Hix, Stuart Paul Katz, Mark Edwards Lehman,
Daniel James McNeil, Bonnie Jean Miller, Douglas Macdonald Monroe,
Richard James Schwartz, Rodney William Sippel, Lacey Ann Wilson,
Bradley Alan Winters

The Order of the Coif, Michael David Arri, David Paul Bailis,
Brian Winston Berglund, Alan Bruce Bornstein, Jeffery Len Boyher,
Anne Graff Brown, Arthur Benjamin Cornell, Sonya Meyers Davis,
John D Evans, Jr., Judith Kleinberg Geiss, A Michael Hainsfurther,
Douglas Alan Hoeksema, Rochelle Ann Kaskowitz, Sheldon Gary Karasik,
Patricia Gregory Kenworthy, Carol A Rutter, Phyllis Shapiro,
David Allen Starr, Joseph Antoine Wuestner, Jr., Janet Ellen Young

The United States Law Week Award, Patricia Gregory Kenworthy

Scribes, Stephen Daniel Coffin
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Academy of General Dentistry Award, John Anthony Salazar
The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Robert Allen Mason
Alpha Omega Award, Vic Hill Trammell
Alpha Omega Certificate Award, Alan Leslie Ross
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Robert Allen Mason
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Certificate, Theodore David Stomel
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Gregory Neal Newton
American Academy of Oral Pathology, Gregory Neal Newton
American Academy of Periodontology Award, John Michael Bryan
American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Robert Allen Mason
American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Awards, Vic Hill Trammell
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Michael John Wagner
American College of Stomatologic Surgeons Award, Alan Samuel Levi
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Robert Allen Mason
American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, Richard Leroy Ellis II, Gregory Neal Newton
Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Periodontics, Richard Leroy Ellis II, Gregory Neal Newton
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, Yong Park
Anna Bredall Awards, Paul Scott Favero, Yong Park
Leo Churgin Award, Michael Steven Redman
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Vic Hill Trammell
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Michael Randall McLaughlin
Dentsply International Merit Award, Suzanne Elizabeth Gregoire
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, John Anthony Salazar
Edward R. Hart Award, Peter Andrew Norowski
Edgar S. Hill Memorial Award, Vic Hill Trammell
International College of Dentists Award, Theodore David Stomel
The C.V. Mosby Awards, Endodontics, Alan Samuel Levi
Pathology, Vic Hill Trammell
Pedodontics David Allan Stein
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Paul Scott Favero, George Kotsakis, Kenneth Emil Kram, Robert Allen Mason, Gregory Neal Newton, Peter Andrew Norowski, Eric David Phillips, Vic Hill Trammell, Steven Michael Watson
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Vic Hill Trammell
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Vic Hill Trammell
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, Vic Hill Trammell
J.D. White Award, Vic Hill Trammell
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THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PROGRAM
With Distinction
Debra Ann Beaulieu
Katherine Ann Burson
Laura Lee Elleman
Ann Louise Lawler
Alice Humble Maack
Rebecca Lyn Millington

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
Final Honors
Robert Douglas Collins
Mark Irwin Hirshberg
Robert John LaBarge
Harry Wolin

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Robert Paine III
American Medical Women's Association Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations, Margaret Jensen Cheadle, Mary Elizabeth Dial, Lesley Anne Furlong, Suzanne Y Lee, Rita M Willett
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Keith Langston Parker
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Timothy John Herbst
Robert Carter Medical School Award, Bruce Allen Bach
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Douglas C Watson
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Rita M Willett
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation/National Medical Fellowships Merit Award, John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Lanyard Kirby Dial
Lange Medical Publications Book Awards, Mark H Camel, Leslie Walter Hall
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Robert Alan Gross
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Lawrence Dominic Piro
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Lawrence Dominic Piro
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Tye J Ouzounian
Merck Manual Awards, Kurt Morgan Anderson, Jay Walter Heinecke, Micki Klearman
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Jeffrey Leon Duncan-Meyers
C. V. Mosby Book Awards, John F Gray, Ira Abram Tabas, Barry Forrest Tillman
St. Louis Internist's Club Award, Clay Farmer Semenkovich
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Janet Debra Mosley
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Jean Mueller Dwyer
Sidney I Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, Stanley W Golon
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Edgar Leo Engel, Jr.
Upjohn Achievement Award, Clay Farmer Semenkovich
Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery, Kimberly Alexander
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Mark A Mintun
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology, Samuel Edwin Steinmetz
Alpha Omega Initiates, Kurt Morgan Anderson, Bruce Allen Bach, Margaret Jensen Cheadle, Edmund Hung-Kei Cheong, Lanyard Kirby Dial, Mary Elizabeth Dial, Jeffrey Leon Duncan-Myers, Carl E Freter, Lesley Anne Furlong, Robert Alan Gross, Jay Walter Heinecke, Gary Jay Kurtzman, Suzanne Y Lee, Robert Paine III, Keith Langston Parker, Lawrence Dominic Piro, Donald Ellis Rediker, Robert Mark Saitz, William Thomas Steuart, Ira Abram Tabas, Thomas Gerald Tape, Barry Forrest Tillman, Rita M Willett
COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Robert W. Browning, M.Ed., United States Army, Professor of Military Science

UNITED STATES ARMY
Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY RESERVE
Joseph Reed Kass
Clark David Brauner

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel David L. Donley, Ph.D., United States Air Force, Professor of Air Force Aerospace Studies.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE
Dennis P Velleca
Joseph J Culter

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 P.M., May 22, 1981. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following Commencement, the Deans will hold Presentation-Receptions for members of the graduating classes, their families and friends. These receptions will be held at the following locations:

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Quadangle near Beaumont Pavilion and the area on the north side of Graham Chapel—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome Lobby

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The Women's Building—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 5)

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
The Millstone Plaza between Bryan Hall and George F. McMillen Laboratory—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 117)

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G. Mudd Informal Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Edison Theatre and the Bowles Plaza in Mallinckrodt Center—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 118)

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 6)

THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
Southeast Terrace of Brookings Hall—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 126)

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Steinberg Auditorium—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Promenade level—Gate 125)

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Givens Hall—in the event of rain, the Checkerdome—(Mezzanine level—Gate 211)

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Alumni House

THE PROGRAM IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
The Belle Angeline, 800 No. Wharf Street, St. Louis

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING PROGRAM
Program classrooms and Lounge, a small ceremony will also be held in Cari Auditorium on the Medical School Campus

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel

You and your guests are cordially invited to an informal reception at the Washington University Gallery of Art in Steinberg Hall. This reception is to celebrate your graduation and the Centennial Exhibit in the gallery.